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FOREWORD
Man's thoughts about flight into his universe long preceded
%he evolution of practical h_nan flight_ first in the lower atmosphere
at %he beginning of the twentieth century_ and then in Earth orbital
flight in space less than six decades later. Within months man will
set foot on the surface of the moon.
Practical technology for space exploration inpursuit of
science or of human mobili_y_ presenting new knowledge_ utility_ and
problems for mankind on Earth_ has not yet been well exsmiined by his-
torians. Interrelationships between ideas and actions_ persons and
institutions_ science and technology_ strategy and policy_ and basic
knowledge and its application to the intellectual and creature needs
of society -- this spectrum largely awaits historical treatment. But
there is no dearth of technical_ speculative_ or preliminary analysis
in the literature which this pioneering listing helps make available
and upon which historical study can be based.
This bibliography of bibliographies relating to the history
of astronautics was intended to be a working tool_ no more or less_ for
historical documentation and analysis. The compiler_ Katherine Dickson
of the Library of Congress_ has done a noteworthy task. Since it is a
preliminary listing_ suggestions and comments by its readers will be
needed and welcomed.
May 1967
NASA Historian
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PREFACE
"By a fiction as remarkable as any to
be found in law_ what has once been published
...is usually spoken of as 'kno_n_' and it is
often forgotten that the rediscovery in the
library may be a more difficult and uncertain
process than the first discovery in the labora-
tory." Lord Rayleigh_ 1884 (Published in his
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, New York_ Dover_ 1964.
v_ 2, p. BS1)
This annotated_ short bibliographical guide to biblio-
graphies on the history of space exploration from earliest t_mes
to 1966 is designed mainly for historians. It is hoped that it
will also be of some use to scholars_ teachers_ students_ researDh-
ers_ librarians_ and all who require access to the literature of
this subject. It was compiled at the Library of Congress_ Science
and Technology Division_ for the NASA Historical Staff_ which
originally sensed the need for such a bibliography in view of the
increasing importance of the subject and the lack of other compre-
hensive bibliographies in the field. Primarily the resources of
the NASA Historical Staff; the holdings of the Library of Congress;
and other libraries such as the NASA IIeadquarters Library_ Federal
Aviation Administration Library, Smithsonian Institution Museum of
History and Technology Library_ and the National Air and Space Museum
Library have been utilized in the preparation of this guide.
This guide is merely an effort to list the more important
bibliographical sources, in whatever form they appear_ in all
languages_ pertinent to the history or potential history of space
exploration.
iii
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It does not attempt the comprehensiveness of including every-
thing published. It is a list of items with bibliographies
and the result of a partial search of the literature for biblio-
graphies of historical materials. Inclusion of works has been
highly selective and determined largely by the nature of the
literature itself and the fact that the bibliographical litera-
ture of aeronautics is somewhat different from that of astro-
nautics. For instance_ one finds in the bibliographical litera-
ture of aeronautics many separately published bibliographies,
histories which contain bibliographies_ and published catalogs
of collections_ile the existing bibliographical literature for
_pace science and technology more usually appears as parts of
indexing smd abstracting services, or else as appendices to books_
technical reports, and journal articles.
No systematic attempt has been made to include biographies,
history-making works_ and journal articles_ although there are a
few items from each of these categories. Also no atten_t has been
made to include histories without bibliographies, textbooks, direc-
tories, dictionaries, government or official documents, juvenile
literature s highly popular works_ or fiction. As a rule_ guides
to the tecPmical literature are not included except when they reflect
an all-encompassing comprehensiveness as do Scientific and Techuical
Aerospace ReRorts (STAR) or International Aerospace Abstracts. The
arrangement of materials in the guide is alphabetical by author under
broad, representative subject categories. Author_ title, and subject
IY
_2 indexes are included. The annotations have been prepared to
include where possible_ and where pertinent_ the following
information: scope and purpose of the work_ the author's
!
affiliation and/or reputation_ language in which the work
was written_ special features_ limitations_ comparisons with
similar works_ arrangement_ content_ form_ indexes_ and time
period covered.
©
May 1967 Katherine Murphy Dickson
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GENERAL: T_] _EANING OF SPACE EXPLORATION
I. Abstracts of Selected Articles from Soviet Bloc and Mainland China
Technical Journals. Springfield_ Va.: C!earinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technfcal Information, January 1961 to date.
Monthly.
Series I: Physics, Geophysics, Astrophysics, Astronomy,
Astronautics, and Applied Mathematics. Includes about 2,600
abstracts a year.
L
O
2. Adams, Carsbie C., et al, S_ace Fli6ht; Satellites_ Spaceships: Space
Stations_ and S_ace Travel. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1958. 373P.
References appended to each chapter. Includes "The History
of Astronautics," pp. 1-35, with "Chronology," pp. 22-26,
and "Bibliography," pp. 26-35; "The Rocket," pp. 36-66, with
"Bibliography," pp. 64-66; and "Sputniks, Prelude to Man in
Space," pp. 150-170_ with "Bibliography," pp. 169-170.
3. Ananoff, Alexandre, L'Astronautique. Paris: Libraire Arth_me Fayard,
1950. 498p. (Collection "Savoir")
Bibliography, pp. 475-476, supplements the profuse foot-
notes scattered through the well-illustrated text of this
history by the secretary of the Groupement Astronautique
.t d
Francais of the Soclete Astronomique de France and organizer
of t_e First International Congress of Astronautics held in
Paris in Octo0er 19DO.
. Atkins, Charles M., comp., List of Academic Theses Since 1961 Related
to The History of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Comment Edition.
Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, July
1966. llp. (HHN-61)
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A preliminary, selective listing of approximately i00
academic theses (primarily doctoral) prepared by a graduate
student at MIT while a member of the NASA Historical Office
Summer Seminar on "History, Social Science and Space." The
1961-1965 period is covered. The theses listed cover the
following subject areas: history, social science, natural
science, and engineering.
5. Benton, Mildred C., The Clock Problem (Clock Paradox) in Re!ativity_
Theories_ Both Pro and Con_ Recorded in the Literature_ an
Annotated Bibliography. Washington: U.S. Naval Research Laboratory,
1959. 48p. (U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. Bibliography no. 15)
(For sale by Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, Springfield, Va., as report PB 151671)
Einstein first introduced the clock paradox in 1905,
although Michelson had touched upon the subject in 1882.
Theory holds that a precise clock would run more slowly
at extreme altitudes; this raises the question of whether
extended space travel would lengthen life. Compiled by
the librarian of the Laboratory, this is an annotated
bibliography of 241 references from 1905 to 1959, including
journal articles in all languages. A very few book and report
references are included.
6. Benton, Mildred C., The Literature of Space Science and Exploration.
o
Washington: U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, 1958. 264p. (U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory. Bibliography No. 13)
An annotated list of 2,274 books, periodical articles,
and research reports covering the period 1903 through June 1958.
References are listed chronologically with an author and subject
index. Emphasizes the progress, development, and scientific uses
of instrumented vehicles.
Bernal, John D., Science and History. 3d ed. New York: H_thorn Books,
1965. i039P.
. •7
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Deals with the complex interaction between techniques,
science_ philosophy, and society from earliest days of h_uan
society to the twentieth century. Includes bibliography,
pp. 934-948.
!
8. Bober, Juraj, Vesmir cak_ nacloveka [Space Waits for Man]. V Bratis-
lava: Slovensk_vydavate!'stvo politickej " 'izteratury, ]960. 175P.
Inc]mdes bibliography, p. 173, and some historical infor-
mation.
/ I
9. Budil, Ivo, ed., Do Blizkeho i Vzd_lenelho Vesmiru [Into Near and Far
Away Space]. Praha: Orbis, 1960. 320p.
A series of radio lectures by experts, many of them
professors, on various aspects of astronomy and space flight.
Bibliography, p. 307, lists a few additional references in
Czech and Russian.
O
iO. Clarke, Arthur C., Interplanetary Flight_. an Introduction to Astro-
nautics. New York: Harper, 1951. 164p.
Deals with rocketry and interplanetary voyages. Chapter
one is entitled, "Historical Survey." Includes bibliography,
pp. 160-161.
ii. Clarke, Arthur C., Voices from the Sky_ Previews of the Comin_ S_e
_[_. New York: Harper and Row, 1965. 241p.
A series of essays, some of which have been published
elsewhere, on various aspects of space flight, astronomy,
astronautics, artificial satellites in communication, and
scientific fiction. Includes brief bibliographies at the
end of some of the essays and a few bibliographical refer-
ences scattered throughout the text.
12. Dreyer, John L. E., A History of _stronomy from Thales to Ke_ler.
Rev. with a foreword by W. H. Stahl. 2d ed. New York: Dover,
1953. 438p.
©
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Originally published under title History of the
Planetar___ystems from Thales to Ke__le_ C_-ibridge
University Press, T_90-_. Includes literature references
in text and a "Supplementary Bibliography," pp. 425-430.
13. Emme, Eugene M., Aeronautics and Astronautics: an American Chrono-
io_ of Science and Technology in the Exploration of Space,
1915-1960. Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, 1961. 240p.
Part II, pp. 89-135, is entitled "The First _Iree Years
of the Space Age, October 1957-December 1960." Appendix A,
pp. 139-151, is a chronicle of earth satellites and space probes,
1957-1960. Includes bibliography, pp. 207-212, and a subject
and n_me index. Items in the bibliography include books,
journal articles, congressional hearings; mainly for the historian.
14. Emme, Eugene M., History of Spa$e Flight. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1965. 224p.
Part I, "Prehistory of the Space Age," covers the
history of flight, rocket technology, and man's expanding
concept of the universe while Part II_ "Age of Space Flight,"
covers the history of the first seven years of the space age.
Bibliography, pp. 216-221, cites references used chapter by
chapter.
( I
15. Fry, Bernard M., and _'oster E. Mobmhart, eds., A Guide to Information
Sources in Sp_u_ .......... _ m_ .... _T_.TVn_ T.,_n_on: Inter-
science Publishers_ 1963. 579P. (Guides to Information Sources in
Science and Technology. Vol. I)
Lists over 3,500 published and 400 nonpublication sources
and references, most English-language publications. Arranged in
alphabetical order within major and subordinate subject groups.
Subjects of the 19 major groups include specialized information
centers and sources, Soviet astronautics, space law, Interna-
tional Geophysical Year, U.S. space progr_ns, history, missile men,
and space centers. Six appendices include a su_m_ary of satellites
and planetoids, a list of U.S. missions utilizing large boosters_
and a list of journals published in the space and aeronautics
fields. Has detailed author and subject index.
-5-
16. Gartmann, Heinz, Rinss _mound the World_ Man's Progress from Steam
_n_ine to Satellite, translated by Alan G. Readett. New York:
Morrow, 1959. 366p. (also London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1959.
348p.)
Translation from the German, Sonst st_ude die Welt
Still_ das _rosse Ringen _m das Neue (D_sseldorf, Econ-
Verlag, 1957). A very detailed and comprehensive history
of technology which includes several chapters on space
exploration and travel. The author investigates the effect
of technological development on man and attempts to dis-
cover the reason for the hostility toward technology. Biblio-
graphy, pp. 337-343, lists many references to space and to
technology.
©
17. Gibbs-Smith, Charles H., The Aeroplane: an Historical Surve_ of its
0rigins and Development. London: H.M. Stationery Off., 1960. 375P.
Detailed and comprehensive history. Especially good for
"firsts" (such as first women to fly, first attempts to fly
powered airplanes, etc.). Contains a "Chronology of Aviation,"
pp. 280-290, and "Bibliography," pp. 306-309.
18. Goodwin, Jack, et al, "Current Bibliography in the History of Techno-
fogy," Technolog-y and Culture, Spring 1964 to date. Annual.
Annual bibliography of approximately 500 current works
arranged by broad subject category with author index. IIistory
of aircraft and spacecraft technology covered in the section
"Transportation." A list is included of about 200 journal
titles from which entries are taken. Compiled by jack Goodwin,
the Librarian of the Smithsonian Institution, Museum of History
and Technology, Professor Eugene S. Ferguson, lowa State
University, and others. A detailed cumulative subject index
is in progress and planned for publication with the 1965 list
in 1967. Compilations have appearedthus far in Winter 1964,
pp. 138-148 for 1962; Spring 1965, p. 346-374 for 1963; and
Spring 1966, pp. 268-300 for 1964.
© 19.
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Gove, Philip B., The Imaginar_ar___Voya,_e.....in Prose Fiction_ a History
of Its Criticism and a Guide for its Study_ with an Annotated:
Check List of 215 Imaginar_y__oya_es from 1700 to 1800. New York:
Columbia Univ. Press, 194i. 445p. (Columbia University Studies
in English and Comparative Literature 152)
Includes " "Bzbliography," pp. 403-420, of approximately
200 references to other worksabout imaginary voyages.
©
20. Historical Abstracts, 1775-1945. V. i, March 1955, to date. Santa
Barbara, Calif.: Published by Cleo Press for American Bibliographi-
cal Center. Quarterly.
The first volume contains 3,577 abstracts from 400-500
periodicals of "articles on political, diplomatic, economic,
social, cultural, scientific and technical, and intellectual
history appearing in the period 1775-1945 in the periodical
literature (including year books) the world over." Abstract-
ing began with issues of periodicals appearing after J_le i,
1954. Any journal added in the future will be abstracted
retroactively to January i, 1955. Five year c_mulative author
and subject indexes (1955-59 and 1960-64) have been published.
21. International Aerospace Abstracts. New York: American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, January 1961 to date. Semimonthly.
Includes ll,O00 abstracts a year of world literature
in aeronautics and space science and technology. Materials
abstracted include books_ periodicals (including Gover_me_t-
sponsored journals), meeting papers and conference proceedings,
and translations of journals and journal articles. Subject
classification with author, subject, meeting paper, and
accession number indexes. Quarterly and annual cumulative
indexes are issued. International Aerospace Abstracts and
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Report sutilize identical
subject categories and indexes and thus the two provide
comprehensive access to the national and international unclassi-
fied report and published literature of current technical signi_
ficance.
0
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Journal of the British Interplanetary Societx . London: British
Interplanetary Society, 1934--July/Aug. 1961. Bimonthly.
Includes special section "Astronautical Abstracts,"
1959-1961, containing 2,000 abstracts a year of world
literature with subject classification and annual author
and subject indexes.
O
23. Kaiser, Hans K., Rockets and Spaceflight, translated by Alex Helm.
New York: Pitman, 1962. 154p.
Translation (revised and brought up to date) of Zu
Fremden Gestirnen; die Weltra_mfahrt in Ge_enwart und
Zul_nft, eine kurze Einf{ihr_u_ in die Astronautik (Baden-
Baden: Signal Verlag Hans Frevert, 1959). Includes biblio-
graphy, pp. !5].-152. Excellent first chapter, "Gro_h of
an Idea," traces the history of the idea of space flight
and includes throughout the text references to works of
historical interest by such people as Lucian, Kepler,
Wilkins, Godwin, de Bergerac, de Fontenelle, Huygens,
Verne, Lasswitz_ and others.
24. Koestler, Arthur, The Sleepwalkers; a History of Nan's Chang Vision
of the Universe. New York: Macmillan, 1959. 624p.
Essentially a historical study of Copernicus, Ga].ileo_
Kepler, and Newton by a non-historian. A cultural history
of cosmology organized around the relationship between
science and religion, the psychological process of discovery,
and the workings of the creative mind. Extensive footnote
references, pp. 547-610. Includes bibliography, pp. 61].-613.
l
25. Ley, Willy, Rockets, Missiles, and Space Travel. Rev. and enl. for the
1960's. New York: Viking Press, 1961. 528p.
Includes extensive bibliography, pp. 513-548. Earlier
versions of this bibliography appeared in all editions of this
book, first published in 1944 under title Rockets; the Future
of Travel Beyond the Stratosphere. Briefly annotated list of
books and p_mphlets arranged according to the language in which
book was printed. Some British and U.S. Gover_aent publications
are listed. Section entitled "Historical Works," pp. 537-540,
lists 42 references to works published before 1949. Section 3_
pp. 542-544, is entitled "Literary History of Liaginative
Literature on Spacc Travel."
©
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26. Library of Congress, Science and Technology Division, Aeronautical
and S_ace Serial Publications_ a World List. Washington: Library
of Congress, 1962. 255p. (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
Lists 4,551 current and non-current titles origina-
ting in 76 countries. Arrangement is by country with a
title index. Titles listed are based primarily on the
holdings of the Library of Congress although other sources
have been consulted for additional titles. _is list is
an expansion of Checklist of Aeronautical Periodicals and
Serials in the Library of Congress, prepared by Arthur G. Renstrom
__ngt-o{_ 1948. i29p')__-in turn is an expansion of
an even earlier list in two parts, Aeronautical Periodicals and
Serials in the Library of Congress _ United States _;
_ British Empire _93--3_.
O
27. McGraw-Hill Basic Biblio_rap_y___of Science and Technolog_[_ Recent Titles
on More than 7000 Subjects, Com___e_dd an_d_Annotated by the Editors
of the McGraw-Hill Ency__clopedi_a of Science and Technology. New York:
McGrs_-Hill, 1966. 738p.
Supplements and uses the s_me subject headings as the
McGraw-HillEncyclo_edia of Science and Technology. Includes
brief annotated bibliographies on space, space biology, space
flight, space navigation and guidance, space power systems_
space probe, space technology, and spacecraft structure,
Pp. 587-589, and on astronautical engineering_ astronautics,
astronomical geophysics, astronomical instruments, astronomical
photography, astronomical spectroscopy, astronomy and astro-
physics, pp. 50-51. References are to English language books
whidl _re recent and in print as of 1966.
28. Macvey, John W., Journe_to Al_ha Centauri. New York: Macmillan, 1965.
256p.
Describes %he possibilities of interstellar (as distinct
from interplanetary) travel and considers the physical, tech-
nical, moral, and sociological aspects. Bibliography, pp. 255-
256, consists of 26 references to books and journal articles.
()
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29. Moore, Patrick, S_ace Exploration.
the National Book League at the University Press, 1958.
(Reader's guides, 3d ser.)
Cambridge, Eng: Published for
26p.
An annotated bibliography of approximately 150
references to fairly current works on astronomy and
astronautics mainly for the layman. "Historical and
Biographical" works listed, pp. 20-22.
30. Murchie, Guy, Music of the Spheres. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961.
644p.
The first half of the book deals with the macrocosm.
Beginning with the earth, the author then discusses the
facts and fantasies of space travel. _e second half of
the book deals with the microcosm: the atom, and subatomic
particles. In the end he deals with waves, energy, light,
radiation_ and finally beliefs about the nature _d order of
the universe. Brief bibliography given in "ac_1owledgments."
© 31. National Academy of Sciences, Space Science Board, Bibliography on
32.
S_Dace Sciences: United States_ 1956-1965. Washington: National
Academy of Sciences, 1956-1965. lOv. annual
As a part of its international responsibilities, the
Board furnishes COSPAR with an annual report on the United
States space science program. These reports contain biblio-
graphies on U.S. work for that year. Bibliographies for the
period 1956-1965 have been issued. _
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Bibliographies on
Aerospace Science_ a Continuin_ Bibliography. Springfield,
Virginia: Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information (OTS), Jannary 1962-May 1964 to date. (NASA SP-7006)
0 °
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A selection of annotated references to unclassified
bibliographies introduced into the NASA information system
January 1962-May 1964. Prepared by the Scientific and
Technical Information Facility operated for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration by Documentation
Incorporated. All references are to bibliographies that
have been announced either as reports in Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports or as journal articles or
books in International Aerospace Abstracts. The references
are arranged in two major groups: (1) reports, and (2) book
and journal articles. Subject index but no author index.
To be updated periodically by the publication of supplements.
F h
33. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Index to NASA Tech Briefs.
Springfield, Virginia: Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information (0TS), January 1965 to date. Semiannual.
(NASA SP-5021)
This index has been prepared as a guide to technological
innovations derived from the NASA space program. The publi-
cation is arranged in two major sections: (I) a listing of the
citations and abstracts of all NASA Tech Briefs published up
to the latter part of 1964, arranged by subject category;
(2) three indexes: Subject Index, Originator/Tech Brief Number
Index, and Tech Brief/Originator Number Index.
34. National Aerospace Education Council, Aerospace Bibliogra_a_. Com-
piled for National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 3rd ed.
Washington: NASA, 1966. 71p.
An annotated, mainly nontechnical bibliography of books,
periodicals, teaching aids, pamphlets, reports_ films and fi_
strips arranged by broad subject category under type of material
and with reading level indicated. Author and title indexes.
Covers literature published between January 1963 through s_mmer
1965 and is a third edition of Aeronautics and Space B ib!iogra_h_
which covered the period 1958 through June 1961 and was published
in three parts.
8
• O
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Nico_ison, Marjorie H., V_a_es to the Moon.
297P.
New York: Macmillan, 1948.
A scholarly work dealing with fictional trips to the
moon from classical time to the modern era but with special
emphasis on the period before actual flight. Excellent
annotated bibliography, pp. 258-288, includes primary and
secondary references to works on the prehistory and history
of flight.
36. Nihon K_ok_Gakkaishi. Journal of Japan Society for Aeronautical and
.Space Sciences. Tokyo: The Society, 1953 to date. Monthly.
Includes 80-100 abstracts a year on aerospace engineering
and aerospace technology from Western literature and papers
published by NASA arranged by subject.
©
37. North, John D., The Measure of the Universe_ a History of Modern
Cosmology. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965. 436p.
Deals with 20th century cosmology. Part I is a history
of the principal theories of cosmology and Part II is a
discussion of the conceptual problems which underlie the
principal theories. Includes selected bibliography, pp. 425-
427.
38. Ports, Rinehart S., Library service for the Martian Exploration
Expedition. Philadelphia: Litton Industries, 1963. v.p.
Basically an annotated bibliography arranged in six
_1_bje_t m_te_ c_e_orie_ wi_ e_ r_e_ by _r_ve
co_ents on aspects of flight: "works likely to be needed
by planners, works for both planners and the expedition,
abstracting journals intended for the orbital party, works
which would be possessed by both the orbital and landing
parties, works intended only for the landing party, and
general reading for background and further reference."
Compiled as part of the requirements for a course under
Assoc. Prof. George S. Bonn of the Graduate School of
Library Service, Rutgers the State University, New Jersey.
u J
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Referativnyi Zhurnal. Issledovonie Kosmicheskogo Prostronstva
[Journal of Abstracts. Investigation of Outer Space]• Moscow:
Proizvodstvenno-izdatel'skii kombinat Vsesoiuznogo Instituta
Nauehnoi i Tekhnicheskoi Informatsii, 1964 to date. Monthly.
Contains about 4,800 abstracts a year from world
literature. Arranged by subject with an author index.
Subject categories include history_ personalities,
international cooperation_ space research organization_
and bibliography.
40. Revista de Aeronautica y Astronautica. Madrid: Ministerio del Aire,
1932 go date. Monthly.
Section entitled "Bibliografia: Libros, Revistas" includes
300 references a year from English language and European journals.
©
O
41. Rynin, Nikolai A._ Mezh_lanetnye Soobshcheniia [Interplanetary Space
42.
Travel]. Leningrad: N. A. Rynin, 1928-32. 3v. (9 pts.)
Includes bibliography, the most extensive published to
this date and virtually a complete list of all articles
written about rockets in any language up to 1931, v. 3, pt. 9,
pp. 141-189, comprising five sections, each arranged alphabeti-
cally by author: (I), Fiction in the Russian language; (2),
Fiction in foreign languages; (3), Moving pictures; (4), Scholarly
articles in Russian; (5), Scholarly articles in foreign languages.
For a comprehensive review of this work_ see G. V. E. Tho_son's
"A Famous Russian Encyclopedia of Astronautics" in Journal of
the British Interplanetar_ Society, XIII_ July 1954, 192-202_
and Nov., 301-313; and XV, March._April, 1956, 82-91.
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (supersedes its Technical
Publications Announcements). Washington: National Aeronautics
and Space Administration_ January 8, 1963 to date. Semimonth_v.
(For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
©-13-
Announces_ abstracts, and indexes about 20,000 reports
per year issued by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, as well as by other Government agencies,
universities, industry, and research organizations both in
the United States and abroad, and scientific and technical
articles prepared by NASA contractor authors which appear in
learned and technical journals. Separate c_aulative indexes
are published quarterly, semiannually, and annually.
43. Sharpe, Mitchell R., comp., A Bibliography of Wernher yon Bra_n,
1966. Huntsville, Ala.: Marshall Space Flight Center, 1966. 23p.
A cumulative bibliography of the published writings
of yon Braun. Revised and enlarged annually. The 1966
edition includes approximately 330 references primarily
to journal articles published from 1958 to date.
©
44. Smith, Dale R., Space Travel:a Bibliogra__of En_!ish-languag_
Titles. Minneapolis: The Author, 3.956. 15p.
Lists approximately one hundred titles of works dealing
with space travel published between 1931 and ]-956 which the
compiler feels is a complete list of sucl%titles in English.
Includes "Chronological Title Listing," pp. 14-15.
45. Syracuse University, Library, Fictional Accounts of Trips to the Moon,
160-1901 (A.D.) A Commentary to Accompany a Lena R. Arents Rare
Book Room Exhibit at theSyracuse Unitersity Librarx_ Noyember z
December 1959. Syracuse, N.Y.: 1959. 14p.
Lists the following eleven references with long annota-
tions: Vera Historia by Lucian of Samosata; Orlando Furioso
by Lodovico Ariosto; Z_e Man on the Moone by Bishop Francis
Godwin; The Discovery of a World in the Moone by John Wilkins;
Histoire Comique des Etats et Empires de la _me by Savinien
de Cyrano de Bergerac; _'he Cons.olSdat_or: 0r_ Memories of
Sundry Transactions from the World in the Moon by the author
of The True-Born English Man; A_Voyage to the Moon by Joseph
Atterly (pseudonym of George Tucker); The Unparalleled Adventure
of One Hans Pfall by Edgar _llen Poe; Discoveries in the Moon
Lately Made at Cape of Good Hobby Sir John Herschel; Fro__m
the Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne; The First Men in the Moon
by H. G. Wells.
I
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Thompson, Stith, Motif-Index of Folk Literature_ a Classification
of Narrative Elements in Folktales_ Ba!lads_ Myths_ Fables,
Mediaeval Romances_ _Exam la_ Fableaux Jest-Books_ and Local
Legends. Rev. and enl. ed. Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana
University Press, 1955-58. 6 v.
Approximately twenty-five references listed under each
of the headings "Flight" and "Flying." References are to
works of folk literature in which flight or flying is
mentioned.
Trinklein, Frederick E._ and Charles M. Huffer, Modern Space
Science. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961. 550p.
Contents include The composition of the _miverse; _e
. Physical laws of space, and Man in space. Includes brief
bibliography at the end of each _ait.
48. U.S. Government Research and Development Re_, compiled by
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information,
Department of Commerce. Washington: Department of Commerce,
1946 to date. Semimonthly.
Contains about 40,000 abstracts and references a year
to reports on all aspects of science and technology, includ-
ing many relating to missiles and rocket teclmology, astronomy,
and space, from Gover_nent-sponsored research made available
to industry and the general public. Arranged by subject in
two sections: (i)"Tec½_ical Abstract Bulletin" (T_) an-
nounces reports released by the Defense Documentation Center
of the Department of Defense and (2) "Other Research Reports
and Related Material" announces reports released by civilian
agencies and also includes certain older military reports•
Various indexes including subject, personal author, and
corporate author. Title varies: Jan. 1946-June 1949, Biblio-
hy of Scientific and Industrial Re_orts; July 1949-Sept.
195_, Bibli0_ra_h__i_Qf Technical Reports (varies slightly);
Oct. 1954-Dec. 1954, U.S. Government Research Reports; Jan.
1965 to date, U.S. Government Research and Development Reports.
• ,. -15-
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49. Woolf, Harry, The Transits of Venus; a Study 9f Eighteenth-Centur_
Science. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press_ 1959. 1258p.
!
Deals with the 18th century attempt to determine the dimen-
sions of the solar system from the transit observations of 1761
and 1769. Includes bibliography, pp. 215-251.
50. Young, Louise B., ed., _ing the Universe. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1963. 457P.
Prepared for the American Foundation for Continuing
Education in its study-discussion progrsm_, the volume of
readings contains selections from Galileo to the present
day. Part i0 titled, "Why Explore Space?", includes a
chronology of space exploration. Suggestions for futher
reading are given at the end of each section.
51. Young, Pearl, [Aeronautical and Space Technology Bib liogr_] 15_O00
entries (approximately)
An annotated, unpublished bibliography on cards on
space, space propulsion, ionosphere, celestial mechanics,
orbits, trajectories, solar energy, and space medicine.
Includes meetings of the International Astronautics
Congresses, the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, and the
American Rocket Society. Covers the period 1955-1960 approxi-
mately. International in scope but lists Russian papers only
if they have English translations, for the most part. Although
mainly technical, this bibliography may have some value to the
historian because it covers the period just prior to the publi-
cation of Scientific and Technical Aerospace. R_orts_p. Originally
prepared under NASA auspices, the cards at present may be
con_)_ed in the Science and Technology Division, Library of
Congress.
--'±o
52.
TH_EVOLUTIONOFSPACETECHNOLOGY
AERONAUTICS
Aelro-Club de France, Biblioth_que, Catalogue de la Biblioth_que.
Paris: 1922. 63p.
Lists about 1,300 titles in the library of the A_ro-
Club de France. Arranged by author, with sections for
anonymous works, bibliographies, dictionaries, and periodi-
cals. Two small supplements were issued with the same
title and arrangement, the first in 1924 and the second in
1930.
"4 -
O
53. Aerospace En_ineerin_ Index. 1947-1958. New York: Institute of
the Aeronautical Sciences, 1948-1959. 12v.
Title changed from Aeronautical En[ineering Index in
1958. Serves as an annual cmnulation of the literature
reviewed and abstracted in Aeronautical En_ineeri1_@ Review.
Lists by subject and abstracts the important technical
articles_ reports, and books on the subject during the year.
Subject heading "Reference Literature" lists histories and
biographies.
54. Aerospace Industries Association of America, Library Bulletin.
no. 1-215; Jan. 1922-Dec. 15, 1935 Washington: The Association,
1922-1935.
An index to approximately 20 journals arranged by
subject. No indexes. Semgaonthly 1922-1932; monthly
1932-1935. Each issue lists a few book titles a_ m_mbers
137-215 are accompanied by a supplement: Govermnent Publi-
cations. Published by the Association _nder its earlier
ns_ae: Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America.
' -._. +)
55. Air University, Libraries, A Bib!io__r_lly of Periodical Literature
Comm_emoratin_ 50 Years of Powered Fli_h%_ 1903-1953. Max_ell
Air Force Base, Ala.: 1954. 27p.
Comprises American and foreign periodical articles listed
by author or by periodical title when the whole periodical
com_lemorates the anniversary in a special way. In the latter
case, authors and articles are listed under the periodical title.
.... • -17-
© 56. Aslib, Aeronautical Group, Union List of Periodicals of Aeronautics
and Allied Subjects. [Cranfield, Eng.?] 1953. 14p.
A union list of approximate]_ 550 periodical titles
and holdings as of 1953 in the libraries of seventeen
Aslib Aeronautical Group members.
©
57. Boffito, Giuseppe, Biblioteca Aeronautica Italiana lllustrata.
Precede uno Studio sul!'Aeronautica nella Letteratura_ nell'
Arte e nel Folklore. Firenze: Olschki, 1929. 544p.
.... Primo Su_plemento Decenna!e (1927-1936) con Aggiunte all' intera
"Biblibteca" e A_pendice sui Manifesti Aeronautici del Museo
Caproni in Milano Descritti da Paolo Arrigoni ,. Firenze:
Olschki, 1937. 678p.
A comprehensive bibliography on the history of
Italian aeronautics from early to modern works. The 1929
volume includes an introductory text on aeron_itics and
aviation in literature, art, and folklore. Arranged alpha-
betically with analytical indexes to names and subjects.
Contents are given for many periodicals. The supplement
gives biographical notes about many of the authors.
O
58. Brockett_ Paul, Bibliography of Aeronautics. Washington: Smithsonian
Institution, 1910. 940p. (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,
v. 55. Publication 1920)
A comprehensive bibliography of nearly 13,500 references
to books, pamphlets, snd articles in nearly 200 periodicals on
aeronautics up to July 1909. Arranged alphabetically by
author or title with cross references under subjects. Designed
to render available material in the aeronautical collections
of the Smithsonian Institution, nucleus of _lich was the library
of Dr. Samuel Pierpont Langley, its Secretary, 1887-1906.
Contains an appendix of references to _nportmut papers in the
Bulletins of the Aerial Experiment Association and the Beinn
Bhrea@h Recorder. Continued by Biblio[ra__hy of Aeronautics,
published by the National Advisory Co_Lraittee for Aeronautics,
1909-1932.
i
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Bulletin Si_naleti_i_, Paris: Service de Documentation et d'Infor-
! f °
marion Technique de 1 Aeronautlque, 1945 to date. Semimonthly.
Title changed from Bulletin Mensuel de Documentation
Scientifig_e et Technique, June 19_ Bulletin Mensue! _de
Documenta--_ti0n7 "Ju--_y1949_ from Bulletin Me---_suelSignal6t_i__e,
Jan. 1960. Contains about 9,500 primarily technical
abstracts a year from world literature (including technical
reports, memoranda, and papers) arranged by SDIT classifica-
tion. Has section "Astronautique" and related topics.
60. Caidin_ Martin, Wings into Spacee. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1966. 141p. (Holt Library of Science)
Discusses the history and future of winged space flight.
The developments leading to winged space flight, fr_n the
early planes up to the X-15 are discussed as well as future
spacecraft. Bibliography, p. 131, lists ten book references.
©
61. Davy_ Maurice J. B., Inter__etive Histolj_i of Flight: A Surve_ of the
History and Development of Aeronautics with Particular Reference
to Conte__m_grary Influences and Conditions. London: H.M. Stationery
Off., 1948. 191p.
Covers the history of aeronautics from earliest times
up to 1948. Part I, "The Origins", deals with flight in
nature, m<Tbhology, and early aeronautical devices developed
by man. Part 115 "History", deals with the development of
balloons, dirigibles and the airplane. Part III, "The
Modern _ase"_ includes a discussion of aircraft in war and
the social and economic significance of fli_it. Includes
bibliography, pp. 181-182.
62. Gamble, Willi_n B., Histor_ of Aeronautics_ a__Selected List of
References to Material in the New York Public Library. New York:
The New York Public Library, 1938. 325p.
i
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A classified list of 5,574 entries to books and
periodicals on the history of aeronautics in many lemzuazes,
compiled by the Chief of the Science and Teclmology Division
of the New York Public Library. Includes author and subject
indexes. Most entries have very brief annotations. The
first 36 entries are to bibliographies of the history of
aeronautics. Reprinted from the Bulletin of the New York
Public Library, January 1936-September 1937.
Gibbs-Smith, Charles H., History of Flyin_. London: Batsford, 1953.
304p. [American edition-New York: Praeger, 1954]
Beginning with legend and following the centuries of
speculation and endeavor that culminated in balloon flight
at the end of the eighteenth century, through airplane
flight at the beginning of the twentieth, the author ends
his detailed chronicle at the outbreak of World War I. A
postscript links aeronautics from 1914 to space flight and
interplanetary flight. "Date List", pp. 287-290, is a
chronology of events. Bibliography, pp. 291-294, lists
mainly English and French works from earliest times to 1951.
Gibbs-Smith, Charles H., The History of Flyin_. Cambridge, Eng.:
Published for the National Book League at the University Press,
1957. 32p. (National Book League. Reader's Guides, 2d. Set., 9)
This bibliography contains approximately 170 briefly
annotated references to books on the history of flight
arrm_ged under subjects such as general histories, flights
of fancy, lighter-than-air flying, dirigibles, heavier-than-
air f]¥ing, etc. Written as a guide to the historical litera-
ture for the layman, it points out such items as the first
book on flying in th_ ......................_ii_±i_i _ _^_ _o_ _n_
_li_ _,
century Italian and French histories.
65. Imperial War Museum, A Bibliosra_hy of Aeronautics. London: The
Museum, 1961. 41p.
Unannotated list of approximately 200 books _ud p_nphlets,
predominantly British, arranged chronologically as follows:
pt. i, 1900-1960_ pt. 2, First World War era; pt. 3, Second
World War and after.
tP_
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66. Industry Conference on Aeronautical Library Research Facilities, A
m
Selected List of Published Aeronautical Bibliographies. New York:
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, 1946. 28p.
A list of approximately 450 bibliographies in book,
pamphlet, or journal form current during the 1940's,
prepared for use by participants in the Conference, New York,
October 7, 1946. Arranged into such groups as indexes and
abstracting services, general bibliographies by country, and
subject categories. Many of the references include brief
informative notes.
67. International Civil Aviation Organization , Index of ICAO Documents.
68.
Montreal: The Organization, 1948 to date.
An index to ICAO publications, issued monthly with
annual December c_mlations from 1947 to date. Publications
of ICAO comprise the Convention on International Civil
Aviation and Annexes thereto; Proceedings of the Assembly
and the Council, special records of certain sessions of
commissions of the assembly, and various others.
International Civil Aviation Organization_ Library Index of PICAO
Documents. Montreal: The Organization, 1947. 37P.
A subject index to selected documents of the Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organization covering the period
August 15, 1945 to April 25, 1947.
69. Kucherov, Bertha, comp._ Aeronautical Sciences and Aviation in the
Soviet Union a Bibliography. Washington: Reference Dept., Library
of Congress, 1955. 274p.
<?
I
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A bibliography of 3,498 items in classified arrange-
memt with a name index. Russian titles are given in trans-
literation with an English translation. Both books and peri-
odical articles, as well as a list of pertinent journals are
included. Although the emphasis is on recent material,_many
references to noncurrent materials are included because they
are of historical interest. Lists 85 items with bibliographies
or biobibliographies, pp. 254-260. Based mainly on holdings
in the Library of Congress, the Library of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, and the Library of the
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences.
O
70. Lauria, Arthur (bookseller), A_rostation (1595-1840). Paris:
Imprimerie Coulouma, 1933. 26p. (It___sCatalogue no 32)
A book dealer's catalog of 80 annotated books, mainly
French and Itali_, published 1595-1840. Annotations give
detailed information on the book illustrations, many of v_ich
are reproduced in the catalog.
71. Maggs Bros., A Descriptive-Catalogue of Books and Ensr_ _ lllustrat-
in_ the Evolution of the Airship and the Aeroplane. Selected from
the Stock of Masgs Bros. London: Maggs Bros., 1920-23. 2 v. (Its
Catalogue no. 387, 435)
Vol I, catalog no. 387, lists 1,494 references with
annotations to books and engravings available from the
dealer Maggs at date of issue, 1920. Includes titles
dating from the earliest times to the First World War.
Comprises five parts; I: "The Problem of Flight: Prior
to the Invention of the Montgolfier Balloon in 1783";
II: "Balloons and Airships from 1783-1850_; II!: "Evolution
of Aircraft from 1851-1899"; IV: "Aeroplanes and Dirigibles
in the Twentieth Century"; V: "Portraits of Aeronauts, F_aous
Balloon Ascents, Caricatures, etc."
Vol II, catalog no. 435, lists 968 references to books,
engravings, and autographs. Arrangement is on the same plan
as Vol. I. Covers works from the earliest times to 1923.
Both numbers are very good for references to aeronautical
engravings.
°_
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© 72. LMaggs Bros., A Descriptive Catalogue of Boo]!sa_Engravings _ and
Medals lllustrating the Evolution of the Airship and the Aero-
_!ane. London: Maggs Bros., 1930. 184p. (It___sCatalogue no. 545)
An annotated book dealer's catalog of 677 reference to
books, engravings, and medals relating to aeronautics.
Arranged chronologically and covering the period from 14-93
to 1930. The engravings include portraits, balloon ascents,
parachute descents, and caricatures.
©
73. Maggs Bros., The History of Fli_ght; a Descriptive Cat.alo_ue of Books,
Engravings and Airmail Stamps lllustratin_ the Evolution of the
Airship and the Aero l_ne... London: Maggs Bros. Ltd., 1936.
232p. (It__sCatalogue no. 619)
A selective, annotated book dealer's catalog listing
1,684 references to books, engravings, and stamps arranged
in chronological order. The 727 books date from 1480 to
1935. References to 21 portraits and 109 engravings of
famous balloon ascents are arranged in alphabetical order.
References to airmail stamps and airports of the world
cover 1850 to 1933. Seventy one references to medals are
also included.
74. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Bibli_o_o_rap_h_ of Aero-
nautics_ 1909-1932. Washington: NACA, 1921-1936. 14 v.
(For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
A continuation, on the same plan of Bibliography _f
Aeronautics by Paul Brockett. Covers the following periods:
v. i, 1909-16; v. 2, 1917-19; v. 3, 1920-21; v. 4-14, annual
volumes, 1922-32.
75. 0omen, Peter, "History and Development of Aeronautical Telecommuni-
cations" ICAO Bulletin, v. 21 (No. 3, 1966), pp. 6-18; v. 21
(No. 4, 1966), pp. 7-I_.
©°
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The author, Technical Officer, Colnmunications Section,
ICAO, examines the history of aeronautical telecommunications
from developments relating to technical systems; international
legislation and regulations; and the relationships between the
aeronautical and other international regulations. Bibliographi-
cal footnote references throughout the text.
76. Pacific Aerospace Library Checklist of Periodical Titles. Los Angeles:
Paeific Aerospace Library of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 1941 to date. Semiweekly.
Contains 12,000 references a year from 300 world journals;
papers, reports, translations, books, and microcards with
subject arrangement. Paficic Aerospace Library Uniterm Index
to Periodicals serves as an index to the checklist.
©
77. Randers-Pehrson, Nils H., and Arthur G. Renstrom, comps., Aeronautic
Americana_ a Bibliography of Books and Pamphlets on Aeronautics
Published in America before 1900. New York: Sherman Fairchild
Publication Fund_ Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, 1943.
4op.
An annotated list of references to American aeronautical
titles published prior to the year 1900, beginning with the
first, An Account of Count D'Artois and his Friend's Passage
to the Moon (Lichfield: Collier, 1785). The list includes
only separately published books and pamphlets. One hundred
twenty technical books, fiction, juveniles, and books trans-
lated from other languages are listed in chronological order.
Library locations are given for each title. The list is
based primarily on the extensive holdings of the Library of
Congress, supplemented by titles from the Institute of
Aeronautical Sciences and by scarce and rare titles from
other research libraries. Appendix I includes bills and
reports of Congress and 17 aeronautical publications from
Latin America are listed in Appendix II.
78. Royal Aeronautical Society, Library, A List of the Books_ Periodicals,
and Pamphlets in the Library of the Royal Aeronautical Societ[.
I O London: Royal Aeronautical Society, 1941. 276p.
{
J
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Part I is a lifting of books by author, Part II is a
classified listing of pamphlets, and Part III is a classi-
fied listing of periodical articles and pamphlets. Histori-
cal section comprises a representative collection of English
and foreign books--many of great variety--dealing with aero-
nautical ideas and endeavors from the 17th to the 19th century.
In addition to books, other historical material in the library
includes early aeronautical patents, the extensive collection
of news cutting and illustrations formed by Major B. Baden-
Powell, and a collection of prints in 12 volumes gathered by
Dr. F. J. Poynton, the letter books of Lawrence Hargrave, as
well as lantern slides and old photographs. An earlier list,
C_talogue of the Books_ Periodicals_ etc..., was published in
1927.
79. Science Museum. Aeronautics_ Heavier-than-Aircraft_ a Brief outline
of the History and Development of MechanicalFlight with Reference
to the National Aeronautical Collection, by M. J. B. Davy. London:
H.M. Stationery Off., 1949. 2v.
Volume I: Historical Survey; v. II: Catalogue of E_ibits
with Descriptive Notes. Bibliography, v. I, pp. 70-71, lists
approximately 50 British book titles. First edition published
1929-1934 under title: Handbook of the Collections ll]_ustratin_
Aeronautics (London: H.M. Stationery Off., 3v.) V. I: Heavier-
than-Aircraft_ a Brief Outline of the History and Development
of Mechanical Fli_ht with Reference to the National Aeronautical
Collection_ and a Catalogue of the Exhibits_ Compiled by M. J. B.
Da_y_ 1929_ V. iI: Lighter-than-Aircraft; a Brief Outline of the
History and Development of the Balloon and the AirshiD with Ref-
erence to the National Aeronautical Collection, and a Catalogue
of the Exhibits, by M. J. B. Davy assisted by G. Tilghman Richards.
1930. Bibliographical references: v. I, pp. 111-112; v. II_ pp.
108-109; v. III, pp. i00-i01. Revised edition Dublished in 1935-
1936.
80. Stillwell, Wendell H._ X-!5 Research Results With a Selected Bibliography.
Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Administration; 1965.
128p. (NASA SP-60) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
©
©
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Semitechnical sui_nary of the X-15 program, directed
toward achievements in scientific research rather than
the better publicized and spectacular milestones of flight
in the nearspace environment. Includes index and biblio-
graphy_ pp. 103-116.
©
81. Service de Documentation et d'Information Technique de l'A_ro-
nautique, Etudes et Travaux du Service de Documentation et
! /
d'Information Technique de i Aeronautlque. Paris: 1958. 270p.
A bibliography in French of the technical aeronautical
publications available from the Service de Documentation et
d'!nformation Technique de l'A_ronautique covering the
period 1945 to 1958. Arrangement is by typc of publication
and includes translations, patents, many items which have
• f .
appeared in the Bulletin Mensuel S!@naletlque as well as the
publications of S.D.I.T. itself. Most of the S.D.I.T. publi-
cations are also abstracted.
J °
82. Tissandier, Gaston, Bibliographic Aeronautique: Catalogue de Li_es
d'Histoire_ de Science_ de Voyages et de Fantaisie_ Traitant de
Aerlenne ou des A_rostats Paris: H. Launette etla Navigation _ "
cie, 1887. 62p.
A selective list in French of 800 references to books
and pamphlets arranged by broad subject category. All the
publications except those listed in the foreign works
section are French. Includes history, almanacs, dr_aas,
poetry, tales, and music.
83. U.S" Army Air Forces, Materiel Command, Desk Cata log of German and
Japanese Air-Technical Doc_aents. Wright Field, Ohio: 1947-48.
6 v. in 7.
O
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The Air Documents Division, Intelligence Department,
Air Materiel Command, in close cooperation with the Bureau
of Aeronautics, U.S. Navy, processed some 600,000 air
technical documents which had been collected by intelligence
teams of the Army, Navy, and Air Force in Germany and Japan.
Approximately 55,000 of these documents are here listed
with annotations in a "Desk Catalog" which includes subject,
author or code, and model indexes. Vols. 3-6 prepared by
the Air Documents Division.
©
84. Work Projects Administration, Bibliography of Aeronautics. Pt. 1-50.
New York: 1936-40.
Published under the sponsorship of the N.Y. City Dept.
of Docks with the cooperation of the Institute of Aeronauti-
cal Sciences. Prepared by workers under the supervision of
the U.S. Works Progress Administration and the Federal Works
Agency, Work Projects Administration for the City of New York.
Series of fifty aeronautical bibliographies compiled from the
Index of Aeronautics of the Institute of the Aeronautical
Sciences. Each bibliography is a list of books, pamphlets,
and periodical articles arranged chronologically under broad
subject categories with author index. A supplementary volume
to each part was issued 1940-1941.
Contents: (i) Air transportation; (2) Meteorology; (3)
Insurance; (4) Dynamics of the airplane; (5) Seaplanes; (6)
Flying boats; (7) Amphibians ; (8) Autogiros ; (9) Helicopters ;
(lO) Cyclogiros, Gyroplanes; (ll) Medicine; (12) Landing gears;
(13) Refueling in flight; (14) Tailess airplanes; (15) Airplane
catapults; (16) Airplane carriers; (17) Diesel aircraft engines;
(18) Laws and regulations; (19) Control surfaces; (20) Slots
and flaps; (21) Blind flight, Automatic pilot, Ice formation;
(22) Radio; (23) Airships; (24) Air mail; (25) Air navigation;
(26) Flight instruments : (27] Aircraft _ro_l Ie_,_: (PSI F11_l._•
(29) Lubricants; (30) Aerial photography; (31) Metal construction
of aircraft; (32-33)Engines_ 2v.; 1341 Engines--by manufacturer;(35) Engine parts and accessories; Engine instrmnents; (37)
Airports; I_801 Skin friction and boundary flow; (39)Stress
analysis; Helium; (41) Comfort in aircraft; (42) Plastic
materials; (43) Metals and light alloys; (44) Airways; (45) Wind
tunnels and laboratories; (46] Gliding and soaring; (QT) Women
in aeronautics; (48)Parachutes; (49)Rocket propulsion; (50)
Stratospheric flight.
O
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Wouwermans, Armand, Contribution _ la Bibliographie de la Locomotion
/ .
A_rlenne. Anvers: 1894. 43p.
List of approximately six hundred references to books,
pamphlets, and periodical articles arranged by country under ....
author. Presented at the Congres de la Science de 1'Atmosphere,
Antwerp, August 16-19, 1894, and reprinted from its
Rendu.
Wright, Wilbur, Papers of Wilbur and Orville Wright_ Including the
Chanute-Wright Letters and Other Papers of Octave Chanute. Marvin
W. McFarland, editor. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953. 1278p. in 2 v.
Annotated bibliography, compiled by Arthur G. Renstrom,
pp. 1221-1243, includes published writings of the Wrights,
patents in their names, court records and general references
to books and journal articles about the Wrights and their
wind tunnel, airplane motor, and propeller systems. Revised,
enlarged, and brought up to date by Wilbur and Orville Wright:
A Bibliography Co__/_'_g the }_d.j__yof th_
Birth of Wilbur Wright, April 16, 1867, compiled by Arthur G.
Renstrom (Washington:Library of Congress, 1967).
Zentralluftfahrtb_cherei, Berlin, Katalog der Zentralluftfahrtb_cherei,
hrsg. vom Reichsluftfahrtministerium. Leipzig: O. Leiner, 1940.
404p.
A catalog in German of the holdings of the library arranged
by the following subjects _d including reference works and
planes, rockets, air law, novels, and journal titles. Author
and subject indexes are included. The library was created in
1933, when it absorbed Zentralbucherei der deutschen Luftfahrt
(Moedebeckbibliothek) which produced the following catalogs:
Bucherverzeichnis der Zentralb_cherei der deutschen Luftfahrt
bei der WGL [Wiss-enschaftliche Gese!ischaft f_ Luftfahrt,
e.v.j Nach dem Stande vom Mat 1928 (B@rlin: Druck yon R. Rohde
g.m.b.h., 1928, 335P.) and B_cherverzeichnis der Zentra!bucherei
der deutschen Luftfahrt (Moedebeck-Bibliothek) i. Nachtra_.
Nach dem Stande vom I_. Juni 1930 (Berlin: 1930, l--_p?y-
©88.
ROCKET PROPULSION
AIAA Journal (formed by merger of ARS Journal and Journal of the
Aerospace Sciences) New York: American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 1963 to date. Monthly.
January-December 1963 issues contains section "Technical
Literature Digest" (published in Journal of the American Rocket
Bociet_, September 1951-1953; in Jet Propulsion, Janua_'y 195L_-
May 1959; in ARS Journal, June 1959-December 1962) listing
pertinent books, periodical articles, symposium papers, and
technical reports, arranged under broad subject categories.
89.
©
Benton, Mildred C., Use of High Altitude Rockets for Scientific Re-
search; and Annotated Bibliography. Washington: U.S. Naval Re-
search Laboratory, 1959. 123p. (U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.
i
Bibliography No. 16)
Chronological list of periodical articles, technical
reports, and papers published 1946 through June 1959.
arrangement is alphabetical within years with an author
and subject index.
l
90. Bialoborski, Eustachy, Raketen, Satelliten: Raumschiffe. Mit einem
ee
Beitrag von Diedrich Wattenberg: K1mstliche Satelliten der Erde.
Leipzig: Urania-Verlag, 1958. 381p.
Includes Drlel DIDIIO_'_II$, _. o_-o_o, .............
eight book and three journal references. Part i, pp. 15-
194, includes history of space flight and rocketry in
fiction as well as fact.
©
©©
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Blagonravov, Anatolii A., et al. eds., Soviet Rocketr_ Some
Contributions to its History. Jerusalem: Israel Program
for Scientific Translations, 1966. 204p.
Translation TT F-343 and also TT 66-51023)
(NASA Technical
(For sale by
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information,
Springfield, Va.)
J
Translation of Iz Istorii Raketnoi Tekhniki (Moscow:
Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," Akademii_ Nauk SSSR, Institut Istorii
Estestvoznani_a i Tekhniki, 1964). Consists of ten essays
on various aspects of the history of Russian rocket techno-
logy. "Bibliography of the Printed and Manuscript Works
of K. E. Tsiolkovskii on Rocketry and Space Flight," pp.
193-202, lists 143 references. Some of the essays include
footnote references.
92. Booser, Ronald J., "Selected Bibliography and Glossary of Missile and
Rocket Literature," Special Libraries, v. 53 (April 1962), pp.
201-206.
Lists 77 books, indexes_ periodicals, and special
sources useful to a library.
93. Bowman, Norman J., The Handbook of Rockets and Guided Missi_es. 2d
ed. Whiting, Ind.: Perastadion Press, 1963. lO08p.
Includes "Bibliography," pp. 668-716, of 2,476 references
main__y to British _n_ A_er_c_ aeronautics and astronautics
journals. Journal references give date of issue but not page.
94. Burgess, Eric, Lons-ran$e Ballistic Missiles. London: Chapman & Hall,
1961. 255p.
Includes bibliography, p. 249, and chapters on the following
subjects: Ballistic missile program, Ballistic missile arsenal,
Trajectories, Vehicles, Reentry bodies, Missile support, Defense,
and "Ploughshares."
• -30-
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95. California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Publications of the Jet Propulsion LaboratorM, ffanuary 1938
through June 1960. Pasadena: 1961. 336p. (It__sBibliography
No. 39-1)
Annual supplements bring list up to date. Lists "Open
Literature Surveys," "Literature Searches," and other
pertinent space publications issued by JPL.
96. Carter, Leonard J., ed., Realities of Space Travel _ Selected Papers
of the British Interplanetary Society. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1957. 431p.
Comprises 24 articles by different authors. Many
have brief bibliographies. Article twenty three, "European
Rocketry after World War I," is by Walter R. Dornberger.
97. Cleator, Philip E., Rockets Throu_ h Space: the Dawn of Inter-
planetary Travel. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1936. 227p.
Early chapters are historical and 24 early works on
rockets are cited, pp. 211-212. Although now out of date,
this work is important historically because it is the first
work on the subject published in English.
98. Cleaver, Arthur V., "Rocket Propulsion and Its Implications to IIuman
Society," Royal United Service Institution Journal, v. i00 (August 1955)_
pp. 368-383.
Includes references, p. 379, and a discussion of the
physical and psychological effects of rocket propulsion and
the fact that rocket propulsion has implications far
beyond supersonic aircraft and guided missiles.
t
99. Codr, Milan, Cesta ke Hvezdam [The Way to the Stars].
Vojsko, 1962. 387p.
Praha: Nas@
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Although mainly a popular explanation of the technical
aspects of space flight a_.drocketry, the first chapter
contains historical information. Includes a brief biblio-
graphy, pp. 367-369.
i00.
i01.
©
Collected Rocket Abstracts. v. l-v. 2, 1948/50-52. Chicago:
Chicago Rocket Society. Annual.
Abstracted from The Journal of Space Fli@ht and Rocket
Newsletter. Author and subject indexes cover technical data
pertinent to space flight and of interest to scientists and
amateurs. V. i has 474 abstracts, v. 2 has 490 abstracts.
Corliss, William R., S_ace Probes and PlanetaryJ__loration. Princeton,
N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1965. 542p.
Written under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Mainly technical except for the
first four chapters: Interplanetary scientific objectives;
History of interplanetary inquiry and exploration; The status
of interplanetary exploration; Integrating the spacecraft,
earthbased facilities, _d instrumentation. Bibliography,
pp. 508-513, is related to these four chapters.
102. Dept. of the Army_ Missiles and Ventures into Space: 1960-1961.
Washington: 1961. 81p. (Its Pamphlet no. 70-5-9)
This bibliographic survey of approximately 650 references
covers the period July 1960 to April 1961 and is intended to
reflect the progress in missile science, rocket technology, and
space exploration during that time span.
103. Dept. of the Army, Missiles and Ventures into Space; Progress Re ort,
!961-1962. Washington: 1962. flOp. (Dept. of the Army P_hlet
7o-5-10)
A bibliography covering the period April 1961 to March
1962 and including approximately 700 titles of books, articles,
and studies, partly abstracted and annotated. References to
"Bibliographies" are listed on p. 85.
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C) lO4. Dept. of the Army, Missiles_ Rockets and Satellites. Washington:
1958. 5 v. (Dept. of the Army Pamphlet 70-5-1 to 70-5-5).
A bibliographic survey listing 1,500 annotated references
to books, and periodical articles and covering the period 1957
through March 1958. Contents comprise. - v. i. U.S.S.R. - v.
2. United States. - v. 3. Great Britain, France and Other
Free Countries. - v, 4. Technology: Means and Methods. - v.
5. Earth Satellites and Space Exploration. References to
"Background and Historical Aspects" included, pp. 41-42 of
V. 4. References to "Historic Aspects", p. 9 of v. 5.
105. Dept. of the Army, Missiles_ Rockets_. and Space in War and Peace.
Washington: 1959. 94p. (Dept. of the Army Pamphlet 70-5-6)
Continues and has similar arrangement to Dept. of the
Army Pamphlet 70-5. A partially annotated list of 1,300
books and periodical articles published 1957-1959. Refer-
ences to "Historical Aspects" and "Bibliographies" are
listed, pp. 81-84.
lO6. Dept. of the Army, Missiles_ Rockets, and Space Vehicles_ !959-1960.
Washington: 1961. 81p. (Dept. of the Army Pamphlet 70-5-7)
An annotated bibliographic survey listing references to
books, journal and report literature published July 1959-
June 1960. Continues and has similar arrangement to Dept.
of the Arn_ Pamphlet 70-5-6.
107. Emme, Eugene M., ed., The History of Rocket Technolo)y_$_ Essaxs on
sity Press, 1964. 32Op.
Thirteen essays by Edward G. Pendray, Walter R. Dornberger,
Frank J. Malina, R. Cargill Hall, Wernher yon Braun, John P.
Hagen, Robert L. Perry, Wyndham D. Miles, Kenneth S. Kleinknecht,
William M. Bland, Robert D. Roach, Wilfrid J. Mayo-Wells, and
G. A. Tokaty_ some of which contain short bibliographies, comprise
the volume. Ten of these were previously published in Technology
and Culture, IV, Fall, 1963, pp. 377-528.
°°i • . ,.
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"Bibliographical Note," pp. 285-308, by Arthur G. Renstrom,
Science and Technology Division, Library of Congress, lists
approximately 250 of the principal general published sources
relating to rocket technology, spaceflight, and related tech-
nologies arranged by broad subject category such as "History
and Chronology" and "Abstracting and Indexing Services." "_
108. Farnsworth, Robert L., Rockets. New Trail to Em_e__ews and
Bibliography. Glen Ellyn, The Author, Iii.: 1945. 31p.
Bibliography, pp. 22-29, lists 30 books, journal articles
dealing with rockets_ and articles in Astronautics, 1930-1940.
©
109. Fiock, Ernest F., and Carl Halpern, Bibliograph__[ of_Books and Published
Reports on Gas 1_rbines._ Jet Propulsion and Rocket Power Plants.
Washington: National Bureau of Standards, 1951. 64p. (National
Bureau of Standards. Circular 509) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print.
Off.)
Includes "Rockets," pp. 43-51, and '_Guided Missiles,"
pp. 44-45. References are arranged chronologically and
cover period 1950-1953. A supplement (Washington; 1954.
ll0p.) covers the period January 1950 through December 1953.
Originally issued as NationalBureau of Standards Circular
482 (Washington, 1949. 49p.)
Ii0. Glasstone_ Smuuel, Sourcebook on the Space Sciences; written under the
sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1965. 937P.
Chapter I includes "Historical Background of Space
Explorations" pp. 9-40. Scattered bibliographical refer-
ences throughout the text and in footnotes.
° • . . .
,'_} iii.
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Hau_enstein, Albert, "Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Rakete," Zeitschrift
j.
fur das gesmate Schiess- und Sprengstoffwesen, v. 34 (May-December
1939), pp. 135-139, 170-174, 206-210, 237-242, 286-288, 306-308,
331-333; v. 35 (January-February 1940), pp. 8-9, 32-34.
Includes numerous references throughout the text.
Hunter, Maxwell W., Thrust into Space• Coordinating Editor: James V.
Bernard.. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966. 224p. (Holt
Library of Science)
A discussion of propulsion as the key to space exploration.
Bibliography, p. 215, lists seventeen book references•
O
113.
114.
115.
Lehman, Milton, This High Man: the Life of Robert H. Goddard. New York:
f
Farrar, Straus, 1963. 430p.
Excellent bibliography in this authorized biography of
Goddard, pp. 410-417.
Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Cor_aunist Chinese
Rocket Propulsion Technology_ Compilation of Abstracts Washington:
1966. 25p. (It__sATD Report 66-89)
Consists of thirty one abstracts arranged alphabetically
by author and based on Chinese communist open sources published
between 1960-66. Deals primarily with solid and liquid rocket
propulsion•
Library of Congress, Science and Technology Division, United States IGY
Bibliorg_h_y 1953-1960; an Annotated Bibliography of United States
Contributions to the IGY and IGC (1957-1959). Compiled by Frank M.
Marson and Janet R. Terner. Washington: National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1963. 391p. (National Research Council.
Publication 1087; World Data Center A. IGY General Report No. 18)
j
I
1
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Section "Rockets and Satellites," pp. 297-354, lists
509 references, arranged alphabetically by author. Perti-
nent m_erials also listed under other disciplines. The
purpose of this bibliography of 2,853 abstracts is to _
document United States participation in the International
Geophysical Year.
©
116.
117.
Max_¢ell, W. R., "Some Aspects of the Origins and Early Development
of Astronautics," British Interplanetar_ Society Journal, v. 18
(September/December 1962), pp. 415-425.
Includes "References (27)," pp. 425, to some of the
basic works of such pioneers as Oberth, Goddard, and Esnau!t-
Pelterie.
Mielke_ Heinz, Der Weg ins All; Tatsachen und Probleme des
Weltraumfluges. Berlin: Die Buchgemeinde, Vorwort, 1957. 281p.
Includes bibliography, pp. 231-232. Historical treatment
of the subject includes Daedalus, Plutarch, Kepler, Cyrano
de Bergerac, Jules Verne, Copernicus, and Newton.
118. Moscow. _blichnaia Biblioteka., Pervaia Kosmicheskaia Raketa i
Perspektivy Razvitiia Astronavtiki. [First Cosmic Rocket and
the Development of Astronautics in Perspective]. Moscow: The
Author, 1959. (News of Science and Technology, vol. 19) 21p.
Lists approximately i00 annotated Russian titles on
the development of titles of rocketry and astronautics.
119. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Hi ghEnerg _ Propellants,
a Continuing Bibliography. Springfield, Virginia: Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information (OTS), April-December
1964 to date. (NASA SP 7002)
O
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A selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles introduced into the NASA infor- •
mation system during the period April 1964-December 1965.
Prepared by the Scientific and Technical Information
Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration by Documentation Inc. Arranged in two "_
sections: (i) report references, and (2) book and journal
article references. All references are to items which
have been announced in Scientific and TecMnical Aerospace
Reports (STAR), International Aerospace Abstracts, or the
NASA Continuing Bibliography, Aerospace Medicine and Biology.
Primary emphasis is given to references concerned with
research and development studies on solid, liquid, and hybrid
propel1_uts and oxidizers, and related topics. Subject and
personal author indexes included.
by the publication of supplements.
To be up-dated periodically
©
120. Northwestern University, Evanston, Iii., Technological Institute,
Library, Selected Bibliogra_]_y on Rockets and Jet Propulsion
Compiled November 1945. Evanston: The University, 1945. 25p.
"History," p. 3, lists ten references on the history of
rocketry.
/
121. Pellandini, Jean, Les Fusees. ist ed. Paris: Presses Universitaires
de France, 1958. 127p. (Que sais-je?" Le point des connaissanees
actuelles, no. 765)
Includes bibliography of fourteen references. Chapter
I_ "Historique des FusEes," pp. 9-23, lists many historical
references _n the text,. Alf,hnn_l_ _ hnn_ -_,_ _ _n_ll_i-
zation of the technical aspects of rockets_ the approach
of the author to the material is historical.
122. Rakiety i Pociski Kierowane [Rockets and Ballistic Missiles].
Wyda_.m: Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1960. Vol. II.
• First chapter contains historical information and many
historical references throughout the text. Brief bibliography,
p. 166. At head of title page: "W. Dichter, R. Odolinski,..."
C>
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i
123. Referativnyi Zhurnal.
-%
Aviatsiormye i Raketnye Dvi_ateli [Journal
of Abstracts. Aircraft and Rocket Engines]. Moscow: Proiz-
vodstvenno-izdatel'skii Kombinat VSesoiuznogo Instituta Nauchnoi
i Tekhnichesko_ informatsii, 1963 to date. Monthly.
Contains about 2,400 technical abstracts annually
from world literature arranged by subject.
124. Referativnyi Zhurnal. Raketostronie Po!eta [Abstract Journal;
Rocket Construction] Moscow: Proizvodstvenno-izdatel'skii
Kombinat Vsesoiuznogo Instituta Nauchnoi i Tekhnicheskoi
Informa_sii, 1962 to date. Monthly.
Contains about 2,400 abstracts a year from world
literature. Arranged by subject. From 1962 to 1963
published semimonthly under the title: Referati_yi Zhurna!:
Raketnai_ Tekhnika i Apparaty Kosmicheskogo Po!eta.
V
125. Sokol'skii, Viktor N., Rakety na Tverdom Toplive v Rossii. [Solid
Fuel Rockets in Russia] Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR,
1963. 285p.
Bibliography, pp. 276-281, lists approximately 130
references to Russian sources from late eighteenth century
to the present time.
126. Stemmer, Josef, Die Entwickl_n_ des Raketenantriebes in all_emein
verst_dlicher Darste!!un_. Z{/rich: E. A. Hofma_nn, 1944-45.
3 v. (Ho_a_m-Bibliothek, Nr. 106-108).
Includes "Literaturverzeichnls, v. 3, Pp. 211-216.
Lists some of the basic works published during the 1920's
and 1930's in rocketry.
(P
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Stemmer, Josef, Raketenantriebe_ ihre Entwicklung_ Anwendung und
Zukunft; eine Einf[_r_mg in des Wesen des Raketenantriebes _
sowie Raketen- und Weltraumflu_e_. Z_rich: Schweizer Druck-
und Verlagshaus, 1952. 523p. (SDV Fachbucher)
Includes "Chronologischer Bericht (300 B.C.-September
1951)/' pp. 14-52, and "Literaturverzeichnis," pp. 515-523,
which lists mainly technical references to books and journal
articles on rockets and space travel. References are to
German and English publications.
O
128.
129.
Subotowicz, Mieczys_aw, Astronautyk___aa[Astronautics]. Warszawa:
J
Panstwowe Wyda_m. Naukowe, 1960. 586p.
Chapter XIII, "Historic Outline of Rocket Problems,"
pp. 528-571, has many references to historical works
throughout the text. Especially good for Polish rocketry
activities in the past. Includes bibliography, pp. 573-578.
Sunderman_ James F., "A Missile and Space Bibliography," Air Force
and Space Digest, v. 45 (April 1962), pp. 175-183.
Approximately 200 books are listed alphabetically
by author under the following categories: rockets and
missiles; astronautics; spaceflight; the men; earth
satellites; human factors; and research and reference.
An expanded version of lists originally appearing in
this journal April 1958, pp. 168-174, and June 1960,
pp. 169-181.
O
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Von Braun, Wernher, and Frederick I. Ordway III, Histor_ of Rocketr_ .
and Space Travel. Introd. by Frederick C. Durant III. New York:
Crowell, 1966. 244p. ,
Includes an excellent bibliography, pp. 223-236, of
approximately four hundred (mainly book) titles on the
history of astronomy, of man's ideas of the universe
around him, surveys of fictional literat_u_e on space, a
selection of novels dealing with lunar and planetary travel
from antiquity to the end of the nineteenth century, as well
as references to historical Chinese, Arab, Indian, and
European rocketry developments through the nineteenth century.
Lists works on the pioneers of space travel, on the use of
rocketry in World War Ii, and many works on postwar (194.6-66)
rocketry, astronautics, and manned space f].i_.
Voprosy Raketnoi Tekhniki [Problems of Rocket Technology]. Moscow:
Izdatel'stvo Inostrannoi Literatury, 195]. to date. Monthly.
Completely devoted to translations and. s_rveys of
foreign periodical literature. Includes section "Novosti
Reaktivnoi Tekhniki" containing 300 abstracts a year from
European and _mericam literat_'e.
132. Wafters, Helen B., Hermann Oberth: F_ther of S_ace Travel. New York:
Macmillan Company, 1962. 169p.
Includes bibliography, pp. 161-164, of English _1_o'_e_--o
books and articles on space travel, mainly for the la_cnan.
Several references are to German rocket scientists coming
L, IJ b.[l_ U , , t,U WU.L.._ ,_l.,J_ b_.L _.J.I.-LU. 1A'_..I. -L.L ,
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133. Zarankiewicz, Kazimierz, Astronaut_ka Popularn_ [Popular Astronautics].
/
Warszawa: Panstw_e Wyda_m_ Na_kowe, 1959. 315p. (Biblioteka
Problemow)
Although mainly a description of the subject, this work
contains some historical information, especially about Polish
activities in the field of rocketry. Brief bibliography,
pp. 307-309, cites a few Polish references.
.o[' • ° •°
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134.
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Astronautics Information Abstracts - R__orts and Open Literature.
Pasadena, Calif.: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, 1959-August 1963. Monthly.
Contained about 1,200 abstracts a year of selective
technical reports and journal literature citations dealing
with space flight and applicable data and techniques.
Alphabetical subject arrangement with monthly author,
subject, and source indexes cumulated to date of publication,
annual c_imulated indexes. The volume for 1959 is a
cumulation of all abstracts previously pub!ished by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Absorbed _stronautics Information
Open Literature Surve_ in July 1962; previously title
varies slightly.
©
135. Benton, Mildred, "Artificial Satellites - a Bibliography of Recent
Literature," Jet Propulsion, v. 28 (May-June 1958), pp. 301-302,
352-361; 399-401, 418-432.
An annotated bibliography of about 340 references
arranged alphabetically by author. Part i is for the year
1956 and part 2 covers the period 1957-1958. Includes
many references to Vanguard, Sputnik, and Explorer. For
the period covered it is a continuation of "A History of
the Artificial Satellite" by Alan R. Krull, published in
Jet Propulsion, May 1956, pp. 369-383.
136. Borun, Krzysztof, Ksi_ycZd_y_ o Rakietach Ksm_zyoco_ych i
Sztucznych Planetach [The Conquered Moon; Moon Rockets and
Artificial Pl_nets]. Warszawa: Wiedza Powszechna, 1959. !07p.
Some historical information although mainly description.
First chapter entitled From Fantasy to Science. Includes
bibliography, p. ii0, which lists references to (i) Press
and Bulletins, and (2) Monographs.
C)
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Current Contents of S_ac_Electronic_ and Physical Sciences.
Philadelphia: Institute for Scientific Information, January
1961 to date. Weekly.
Reproduces tables of contents of about i00 world
journals, approximately ten of which are aerospace
related. Alphabetical journal and author indexes.
138. Faget, Maxime A., Manned Spac e Flight. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1966. 176p. (Holt Library of Science)
Discusses s_ne of the technical problems facing the
builders of manned spacecraft, and explains the various
facets of science which csmle into play in the engineering
solutions of these problems. Bibliography, p. 170, lists
eight books.
O 139. Grinr_ood, James M., Project Mercury_ a Chronolo_. Washington:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1963. 238p.
(NASA SP-4001)
A listing of n_jor events in the first U.S. manned
spaceflight program, from preliminary discussions of Earth
satellite vehicles through Astronaut Cooper's 22-orbit
flight in May 1963. Includes index and bibliographical
footnotes throughout the text.
Ihn
0
Received by WDC-A Durin_ the Period i J_l_ 1957-31 Dece_er 1961.
S_bmitted to the Co_ittee on Space Research (COSP_) of the
International Council of Scientific Unions. Washington: 1962.
88p.
Consists mainly of a bibliography of approximately
1,400 reports and reprints on artificial satellites and
astronautics in meteor.ology arranged by author and subject.
.................................... t
• . .°
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Koelle, Heinz H. and H. J. Kaeppeler, Literaturverzeichnis der
Astronautik. Literature-lndex of Astronautics. Tittmoning/
Oberbayern: W. Puster, 1954. lOOp.
A selective bibliography of approximately 2,000
books and periodical articles published 1914-1953,
arranged in accordance with a three-place decimal system
developed by Dr. Eugen Singer. Has an author index.
Designed for the scientist or engineer who wishes to
acquire a general view and outline of the present state
of research and development of aeronautics, astronautics,
and related topics. Includes such subject areas as
history of aeronautics, astronautics, nautical history,
pioneers of astronautics, and history of technology.
©
142.
143.
Krull, Alan R., "A History of the Artificial Satellite," Jet
Pr02ulsi0n , v. 26 (May 1956), pp. 369-383.
A chronological (1879-1955) bibliography of approximately
350 annotated references to the significant published litera-
ture of artificial, manned or unmanned, satellites of the earth.
Liapunov, Boris V., Station Outside the Earth. Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio: Foreign Technology Division, U.S. Air Force,
1966. 161p. (Its Translation FTD-}gf-64-531).
o o_
Translat.ion of Stant_slla vne Zemli (Moscow: Voennoe
Izdatel'stvo, 1963). "Recommended Literature," pp. 158-160,
lists about 30 references to Russian books on space stations
published 1960-1963.
144. Library of Congress, Science and Technology Division, S_ace Science
and Technology Books_ 1957-1961; a Bibliography with Contents
Noted. Washington: Library of Congress, 1963. 133P. (For sale
by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
.' ° ,,
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A list of approximately 400 publications arranged
chronologically and by country within each of the given
years. Includes subject and author indexes. References
cover such allied areas as space law and international
cooperation in space exploration; reports and colmmittee prints
of the U.S. Congress; and works dealing with c_nmercial
applications of space vehicles such as communication satellites.
145.
O 146.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, History_ a Litera-
ture Search. Washington: The Author, 1966. 137P. (NASA Litera-
ture Search No. 2578)
Unpublished NASA literature search. A list of 436
references to unclassified books, reports, journal articles
on the subject of history introduced into the NASA infor-
mation system during the period 1962 to J_ne 6, 1966.
Citations arranged by accession number. All citations have
been annotu_ced either in Scientific and Technical Aerosp_ace
i Reports or in International Aerospace Abstracts.
Ordway, Frederick I., Annotated Bibliography of Space Science and
Technolo_y_ with an Astronomical Supplement. A History of Astro-
nautical Book Literature - 1931 through 1961. 3d ed. Washington:
Arfor Publications, 1962. 77P.
First published in 1955 and again in 1958 under title
S__ecialized Books on Space Flight and Related Disciplines.
A list of 352 English-lsmguage astronautical and 151
astronomical books arranged chronologica!ly_rith author and
_±_ __. _u_u_ mu±u±-±_mguage proceedings of
international astronautical conferences and significs_t
translations from French, German, and Russian.
_J
147. Pacific Aerospace Librar Z Uniterm Index to.Periodicals. Los Angeles:
Pacific Aerospace Library_ 1955 to date.
Accessions list weekly, posting list triweekly_ quarterly
cumulations, annual volume. Cites 12,000 references a year from
300 world journals with author and Uniterm subject index.
Arrangement is by accession nmnber. Serves as an index to Pacific
Aerospace Librar< Checklist of Periodical Titles•
t
°, . , -,
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Petrov, Viktor P., Iskusstvennyi S2utnik Zem!i [Artificial Earth
Satellite]. Moscow: Voen. Izdatel'stvo, 1958. 305p. (Naueimo-
_ _ •
populiarnaia Biblioteka)
Deals with the various developments which lead to
earth satellites. Fairly popular treatment of the subject.
Bibliography, pp. 301-303, consists of 73 references.
149.
150.
©
151.
152.
Rand Corporation, An Annotated Bibliograph _ of Rand Space Flight
Publications. Santa Monica, Calif:, ].958 (rev. 1959). 53P.
(Its Report Pd_i2113-1; and Report AD-21608)
A list of approximately 200 reports issued from 1948
to 1959 and covering various aspects of space flight.
Sokoll, Alfred H., Bibliogra_h.ie zur Aero- und Astronautik_
deutschsprachiges Schrifttum 1945-1960. M_chen: Alkos-Verlag,
1962. 206p.
Lists approximate]_ 1,550 German books, reports, and
journal articles published during the period 1945-1960.
Arranged ehronologically by year with an index by author.
Sokoll, Alfred H., Literatur zur Aero- und Astronautik: ein Biblio-
graphischer Wegweiser. _nchen: Alkos-Verlag, 1961. 89p.
A guide to the !iterat_ome of aeronautics and astronau%ic_
listing pertinent materials by country under the following
categories: bibliographies; documentation services; reference
works; news services; bulletins, notes, papers, and reports;
and periodicals. Includes author, title, and subject index.
Sosnitskii, Georgii G. and Galina M. Aleksandrova, Rozvidnyky -
Vsesvitu [Explorers of the Universe]. Kiev: Derzhavna Respublikans'--
ka BibliotekaURSR Imeni K_RS, 1958. 68p.
.° ,.,
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An annotated bibliography of books and articles,
published 1956-1958, dealing with Russian develol_ment
of artificial satel!ites_ general rocket technology,
a_d the problems of space flight.
Swenson, Lloyd S., James M. Grimwood, and Charles C. Alex_nder,
This New Ocean: a History of Project Mercury. Washington:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1966. 681p.
(The NASA Historical Series. NASA SP-4201) (For sale by
U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
Describes the historical development of J_aerica's
first achievements in manned space flight. Includes
"Note on Sources and Selected Bibliography_" pp. 605-
630, which lists twenty-five project Mercury working
papers_ thirteen bibliographical aids, twenty-five
official reports and doc_aents, _d references to 372
books and journal articles; and thirteen unpublished
works, as well as fifteen post-flight reports. Also
extensive "Footnotes," pp. 515-604.
U.S. Air Force Academy, Library_ Astronautics. Rev. ed. [Colorado
Springs, Colo.]: The Academy, 1961. !3p. (Its Special bibliography
series_ no. 5)
A selective list of approx_natelyl30 books from the
holdings of the Air Force Academy Library. includes
,.D...._ o_ _ _n_] Acco_nts." _. 12-3.6. Earlier
editions appeared in 1958 and 1959.
155. Zentralblatt der Aero- und Astronautik (ZAA). (Abteil_u_g I_ Deutsch-
sprachigues Schrift_m_. Munich: Alkos-Verlag_ 1961 to date. Quarterly.
Cites about 1,000 references m_d abstracts a year
relating to aerospace technology and bioastronautics from
German books and over 700 Gemnan journals.
f_
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O_HER: ELECTRONICS, GU_ANCE, MATERIALS, TRACKING, etc.
Benecke, Theodor, and A. W. Quick., History of German Guided
Missiles Development (First Guided Missiles Seminar, Munich,
Germany, April, 1956). Brunswick, Germany: E. Appelhans and
CO., 1957. 420p. (Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research
and Development. AGARDograph No. 20)
Comprises 26 technical papers, some with short lists
of references, which describe all aspects of German work
done prior to 1945 by participants.
O
157. Dept. of the Army, Army Library, Guided Missiles. Washington:
1956. 91p. (It___sSpecial Bibliography No. 4)
A comprehensive list of over 800 titles of books,
periodical articles, and studies, with abstracts and
annotations. Emphasis on work published from 1950
through March 1956. Includes section entitled "IIistory,"
pp. 1-5, which lists about 30 references.
158. Dept. of the Army, Army Library, Guided Missiles_ Rockets and
Artificial Satellites_ Including Project Vanguard: a Selected
List of Titles. Washington: 1957. 153P. (It___sSpecial
Bibliography No. II)
A partially-annotated list of about 1,000 pertinent
books, documents, periodical articles, and moiio_1 pictures.
Continues Special Bibliography No. 4 with the same title
and on the same plan, but includes material on additional
aspects of the subject, and covers material published
April 1956 through January 1957.
159. Engineer School [U.S, Army] Library, Guided Missiles and Rockets_ a
Bibliography_ 1946-1956. Fort Belvoir, Virginia: 1956_ 50p.
English-language periodical articles are cited.
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160. Filipowsky, Richard F., and Louise C. Bickford, Space Communi-
cations: Theor_ and Ap_p_licationsj a Bibliogra 1_. Washington:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1965. 4 v. !
(NASA. SP-7022)
_n extensive collection of annotated references to
reports, journal articles, and books published during the
period 1958-1963. The subjects of each volume are as
follows: v. i, Modulation and Channels; v. 2, Coding and
Detection Theory; v. 3A, Information Processing; v. 3B,
Advanced Techniques; v. 4A, Colm1_mications Satellites;
v. 4C, Deep Space Applications; v. 4D, Manned Space Flight
Applications.
161.
0
Filipowsky, Richard F., and Eugene I. Muehldorf, Space Cotmmm_i-
cation Techniques. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965.
333P. (Prentice-Hall International Series in Space Technology)
Parts I and II deal with a review of electronic equip-
ments a_d components for space comnmnications systems.
Part III comprises a bibliography, pp. 191-300, of unclassi-
fied publications organized the same way as are the individual
subjects discussed in Parts I and II. Appendix, pp. 303-305,
deals with TELSTAR and includes a brief bibliography, p. 307.
162. Hymoff, Edward, Guidance and Control of Spacecraft. Coordinating
Editor: James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Discusses the development of means for man to go
from one place to another and reach his goal: from
guidance used by primitive man to inertial guidance
systems, ballistics trajectories, satellites, Mercury,
Gemini, and Apollo projects, and manned orbiting
laboratories. Bibliography, p. 62, lists ten books.
163. Jaffe, Leonard, Communications in Space. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
176p. (Holt Library of Science)
t • •.,
P_
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Describes various types and developments of communi-
cation satellite systems and the various possibilities
for their uses in the future. Bibliography, pp. 169-172,
is a list of footnote references arranged by chapter.
Library of Congress, Legislative Reference Service, Guided Missiles
in Foreign Countries, Prepared for the Cormmittee on Armed Forces_
United States Senate, by Eilene Galloway. Washington: Library of
Congress, 1957. 73P. (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
Includes bibliography, pp. 58-62, listing selected
references on guided missiles in Australia, Canada, France,
Great Britain, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland, and U.S.S.R.
and satellite co_mtries_ preceded by general section.
©
165. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Commuuications
Satellites_ a ContinuingB___b_liography. Springfield, Virginia:
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information
(OTS), January 1962-April 1964 to date. (NASAISP 7004)
A selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles introduced into the NASA
information system during the period January 1962-Apri!
1964. Prepared by the Scientific and Technical Information
Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration by Documentation Incorporated. All refer-
ences included have been announced in either Scientific and
Technical Aer__a__ce__Re___ts (STAR) or its predecessor, Techni-
cal Publication imnouncements, or international Across_ace
Abstracts. The entries are arranged in two major groups:
]'_ report references, and (2) books and journal article
references. Primary emphasis is given to the tr_ismission
of information by communication satellite and includes such
topics as television broadcasting, telemetry, multi-station
systems, and the history and o_eration of Advent, Courier,
Echo, Telstar_ etc. Many entrles on the use of satellites
for meteorological studies are also included. Subject and
personal author indexes. To be updated periodically by
supplements.
o ..
©
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National Aeronautics and Space A&ministration, Lasers and Masers;
a Continuin__.... Bib!i__ _. Springfield, Virginia: Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical Infon_!ation (OTS), J_e 1965
to date. (NASA SP-7009)
Bibliography of annotated references to the characteris-
tics and applications of lasers a_d masers that were intro-
duced into the NASA information system between January 1962
and February 1965.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Significant Achievements in
__ace Comf_Lm_ications and Navigation !58___964. Washington : NASA,
1966. 68p. (NASA SP-93) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
One of a series of ten volumes which smmnarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period ].958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astronomy, Bioscience ,
Communications and Navigation, Geodesy, lonospheres snd
Radio Physics, Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary
atmospheres, Planetology, and Solar Physics. Bibliography,
pp. 57-68, lists 135 references to significant books, journal
articles, and technical reports.
168. Na_gle, John E., Urmlanned Space Fl.i@ht. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
175P. (Holt Library of Science)
earth and sends his instruz_ents into space and thereby
explores the Sun_ interplanetary space, the moon, planets,
and earth. Bibliography, pp. 169-170, lists twenty refer-
ences to books and journal articles.
169. Park, Robert A., and Thomas Magness, Interplanetary Navigation.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966. 128p. (Holt
Library of Science)
.° . ,.
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170.
Discusses the principles and methods for journeys
to other planets. Bibliography, p. 124, lists ten
references.
Thomas, Shirley, Satellite Trackin6 'Facilities. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966. 159P. (Holt Library
of Science)
Discusses the system of tracking and receiving ground
stations which record what the spacecraft has to say
through its telemetering channels. Footnotes, pp. 148-
149, list twenty-seven references to books and journal
articles and "Related Reading,"p. 153, lists eighteen
additional book titles.
©
171. U.S. Air Force, Air Materiel Command, Biblio6ra_hy of German Guided
Missiles. Dayton, Ohio: 1946. 145p. (It___sBibliography No. 2)
Lists German World War II documents available on
microfilm at the Air Documents Division, Air Materi_l
Command (now at Federal Clearinghouse for Scientific and
Technical Information, Springfield, Va.) Arrangement is
by eleven broad subject categories.
THE RISE OF SPACE SCIENCE
AERODYNAMICS
172. Aero-Club der Schweiz, Bibliothek, Bibliothek-Katalog des Schweizer.
Aero-Club. Catalogue de la Biblioth_que de l'A_ro-Club Suisse.
Bern: 1915. 76p.
An author list of 1,227 books, pamphlets, and periodical
titles which represents the holdings as of 1915 of the library
which was founded in 1904. Title page, table of contents,
and captions are in German and French. A short supplement
with the same title and same arrangement was issued in 1921,
containing material added to the library, 1915-1920.
O
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173. Hodgson, John E., The History of Aeronautics in Great Br__
from the Earliest Times to the Latter }lalf of the Nineteenth
Century. London: Humphrey Milford; Oxford University Press,
1924. 436p.
m Excellent for aeronautical history in Great Britain.
Covers the endeavors of foreign aeronautics in Britain
as well and includes 150 hands,he illustrations. Appendi-
ces include chronology, p. 373. Includes "List of Papers
in the Aeronautical Society's Reports, 1866-1893,"
"Selected and Annotated Bibliography," pp. 387-415; and
"Note on the Cuthbert Aeronautical Collection," pp. 416-418.
The bibliography is rich in historical aeronautical references.
©
174. Index Aeronauticus: Journal of Aeronautical and Astronautical Abstracts.
London: Technical Information and Library Services, Ministry of
Aviation, 1945 to date. Monthly.
Contains about 3,500 abstracts a year frora world
literature, including articles in scientific and technical
journals, patents_ published papers, and reports_ arranged
by Universal decimal classification with month]$ and
annual author indexes.
175. Journal of the R%val Aeronautical Societx. London: Royal Aero-
nautical Society, 1866 to date. Monthly.
Includes section "_e Library" containing 250 abstracts
a year from world literature, including books_ pamphlets,
.... __ _u_o_, ±-c_o±i1g Lo rocket technology with
annual author and subject index. Title changed from The
Aeronautical Journal in ganuary 1923; absorbed Institution
of Aeronautical Engineers Journal in October 1927.
176. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Index of NACA Technical
Publications.
9 vols.
1947-1957/58. Washington: The Con_mittee, 1947-1959.
J
°. ,.
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177.
) 178.
An index to NACA research reports covering the period
19].5-1958. Issued 1957/58 by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and thereafter superseded by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Index of
NASA Technical Publications 1959-1961. Arrangement is
chronological v_.der subject category and includes an
author index except for the volume covering 1915-1949 which
has a separately published author index.
AS_qONOMY
Carmody, Francis J., Arabic Astronomical s_nd Astrological Sciences
in Latin Trs_slation_ A Critical Bibl.io_r__ h_y. Berkeley, Calif. :
Univ. of California Press, 1956. 193P.
Lists the works of over 40 arabic astronomers chronologi-
cally. Includes brief description of each work and lists
of editions and m_uscripts. Covers period 800-1300 approxi-
mate]@.
Cole, Dandridge M., and Donald W. Cox, Islands in Sp_a__ace:the ChallenGe.._
of the Planetoid_s, with foreword by Wi!lyLey. Philadelphia:
Chilton Books, 1964. 276p.
Describes the 50,000 minor planets knovm as planetoids.
Chapter 2 deals with the history of the discovery of planetoids.
Bibliography_ pp. 251-261_ compiled by Rosa Bernstein, consists
of approximately 400 references to journal articles mid parts
of books in all languages. An impressive bibliography in view
of the fact that through 1964 only one whole book had been
published on this subject.
179. Collard, Auguste, L'Astronomie et les Astronomes. Bruxe!les: Van
e . •
0est, 1921. l19p. (Repertomres des Ouvrages a Consulter)
A classed catalog listing about 700 references_ with
author index_ and including works published from 1880 to
1920 to supplement Houzeau and Lancaster.
°- ....
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Florence, UniversitY, 0sservatorio Astrofisico di ArcetrJ,
Biblioteca, Catalog9 della Biblioteca dell'Osservatorio
Astronomico di Arcetrim_per cura di V. Messeri, Assistente._
Appendice. Firenze: Tipografa Galletti e Cocci, 1909.
203p. (Pubblicazioni del R. Istituto di Studi Superiori
Pratici e di Perfezionamento in Firenze, Sezione di Scienze
Fisiche e Naturali (R. 0sservatorio di Arcetri) Fasc. n ° . 27)
A listing of 44,158 items acquired by the library
1775-1909 and arranged by broad subject categories such
as periodicals, annals of observatories, catalogs of
stars, astronomy, mathematics, meteorology, geography,
etc. Lists many works about Galileo.
O
181.
• _ _Genera]e deHouzeau, Jean C , and Albert Lancaster, B_ra_Ka_!ie ' "
¢
l'Astronomie_ ou Catalogue Methodique des Ouvrages, des Memoires
/
et des Observations Astronomiques hlblies depuis l'0ri___gine de
_rimerie jusqu 'en 1880. Bruzelles: Have,hans, 1882; Hayez,
1887-89. 2 v. in 3.
Vol. I (published 1887-89) is a classed bibliography of
manuscripts and separately published works, with no author
index; Vol. II is a classed index to material in periodicals
and society publications with author index. Vol. I alone
lists a total of 15,775 references, some of which are annotated.
182. Hoyle, Fred, Astronomy: A History of Man's Investigation of the Universe.
New York: Doubleday, 1962. 320p.
An account from earliest astronomical discoveries up to
the latest modern developments. "Acknowledgements," pp. 315-
320, cites 305 items, including a few manuscripts, and books,
but mostly photographs referred to in the text.
183.
IV
Jakubicek, Milan, comp., Vesmi_ na dosah ruky_ [Space is Within Reach].
Brmnn: Universita Knihovna, 1959. 44p.
................ i
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An annotated list of 91 references to Czechoslovakian
publications and a few Russian on astronomy and outer space.
184. Kaula, Willis_ M., Celestial Geodesy. Washington: National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, 1962. 120p. [NASA Technical
Note, D-I155]
Bibliography_ pp. i03-120_ lists 280 mainly technical
references to the geodetic use of rockets, satellites_ and
the moon.
O
185.
186.
Kt!Dhku_s,ky , Illia Hr oriiovych , ed., Astronomiia na D]_raini,
N
1918-1962 [Ukrainian Astronomy, 1918-1962]. Kiev: Akademiia
NaukURSR, Biblioteka, 1965. 160p.
A list of 2,827 references to Ukrainian publications
arranged by broad subject category.
%w
Lavrova, N. B., Biblio_rafii_ Astronomicheskikh Bibliografii.
B iblior_ie de Bibliographies Astronomiqu:es. Moscow:
Astronomicheskii Sovet Akademii Nauk SSSR i Nauchnaia Biblioteka
Moskovskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta, 1962. 109p.
In Russism, but table of contents and preface also in
French. Lists 247 bibliographies with annotations published
1760-]960. Part I includes bib!io_raDhies international in
scope, catalogs of astronomy libraries, and bibliographies
of Russian literature while Part II includes special subject
bibliographies such as in celestial mechanics, astrophysics,
and the solar system. An earlier version by N. B. Lavrova
appeared as"Sketches on the History of Astronomica_Biblio-
_raDhy" in Istoriko - Astronomicheskie Issledovania, fasc.
5, 1959,pp.8 = f9C.
0
187. Ley, Willy, Watchers of the Skies_ an Infor_nal History of Astronom_
from Babylon to the Space A6e. New York: Viking, 1963. 528p.
°-55-
This work relates contemporary space exploration
to the history of astronomy showing that space exploration
will extend the frontiers of astronomy. Leading up to
this was first the Copernican revolution, then the revolu-
tion between 1920-1930 when it was realized by Harlow
Shapley and R. J. Trumpler that the solar system was not
the center of the Milky Way. Bibliography, pp. 518-520,
lists books with brief annotations.
188. Levitt, Israel M., A Space Traveler's Guide to Mars. New York:
Holt, 1956. 175P.
Although mainly description of Mars, this book does
contain sorae information on the history of man's explora-
tion of _%rs, especially on the exhaustive telescopic
survey done by Percival Lowell. Chapter 3, "The Moons of
Mars," discusses the history of this discovery. Includes
bibliography, pp. 167-168.
©
189. Library of Congress, Aerospace Information Division, Future Lunar
Missions_ Review of Soviet and Soviet-Bloc Literature. Washington:
The Author, 1964. 249p. (It___sReport P-64-I)
A compilation of Soviet statements on manned lunar
flight with bio-bibliographic information provided. The
purpose of the compilation is to establish the possible
patterns of thought of Soviet scientists and authoritative
news commentators. Covers 1961-1963 period.
190. Library of Congress, Aerospace Tecbnology Division, Lunar
Dimensions_ Annotated Biblio_. Washington: The Author,
1965. 22p. (It___ssATDReport B-65-60)
An annotated bibliography of 44 references to Soviet-
bloc open source literature which reflect Soviet development
from about 1963 to 1965 in investigating lunar revolution,
rotation, libration, and mapping techniques. Earlier versions
appeared as AD report B-63-I00 and AID-u-64-54.
p°,_
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Mikhailov, Aleksandr A., ed., Astronomiia v SSSR za Sorok Let
[Astronomy in the Soviet Union for Forty Years]. Moskva:
Gos. Izdatel'stvo Fiziko-maticheskoi Lit-ry, 1960. 728 p.
Series of articles dealing with the history of
astrono_$ in the Soviet Union for forty years from 1957-
1957. Bibliography, pp. 371-700, is a comprehensive list
of Soviet publications, 1917-1957, compiled by N. B. Lavrova.
192.
©
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council_ Space
Science Board, Science in Space. Washington: The Author, 1960.
9 v. (Also available in another ed.: New York: McGraw-Hill,
1961. 439P.)
This report was prepared to review those areas of
endeavor which appear to be major in the national space effort.
Chapter i_ "Dimensions and Problems" summarizes the current
status of the national program and outlines areas of inter-
national cooperation. The eight successive chapters include:
the Nature of Gravitation; Earth; Moon; Planets; Sun; etc.
Each chapter has a brief bibliography.
193. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lunar Surface
Studies_ a Continuin_ Bibliography _. Springfield, Virginia:
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information
(OTS), January 1962-March 1964 to date. (NASA SP-7003)
A selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles introduced into the NASA
information system during the period January 1962-March
1964. Arranged in two sections: (i) report references,
and (2) book and journal article references. All references
are to items which have already appeared in either Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Re_orts or in !nternational--Aerospac e
Abstracts. To be updated periodically by the publication of
supplements.
O
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Planetar_ Atm_
a Continuing Bib!iogr.a h_. Springfield, Virginia: Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (OTS), July 1965
to date. (NASA SP-7017).
Selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles announced in Technical
Publications Announcements (TPA, Vol. 2), Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR), and International
Aeros]0ace Abstracts _I_)', The majority of the references
pertain to studies, measurements, _]d discussions concerning
the atmospheres of Mars, Venus, and Jupiter, but a limited
number of references to the atmospheres of Mercury and Saturn
are also included. Subject and author indexes.
©
195. National Aeronautics and Space A_inistration, Si_gnifi_ant Achieve-
iments in Planetary Atmospheres , 1958-1964. Washington: NASA,
1966. 59P. (NASA SP-98), (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
One of a series of ten volumes which summarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period 1958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astronomy, Bioscience,
Communications and Navigation, Geodesy, Ionospheres and
Radio Physics, Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary
atmospheres, Planetology, and Solar Physics. Bibliography,
pp. 51-59, lists 126 references to significant books, journal
atricles, and technical reports.
_< m_+_+_1 M';-r_7_7_r_ eomn.; Astronomie; vyoero%DfSeznam Popularne--
Vedeck_ Literatur_ [As trqnomy; Selected List of Popular Scienti-
fic Literature]. Praha: Mestska lidov_ kniho_n_a, 1955. 13p.
A short, annotated list of Czechoslovakian publications
published mostly 1950-1955.
197.
I
Pulkovo. Glavnaia Astronomicheskaia Observatorii_, Librorum in
Bibliotheca Sm____e_c_ulaePulcovensis Anno 1858 Exeunte Contentorum
Cat alpgus_stematicus. Edendum Curavit et Praefatus est Otto
Struve... Petropoli: Typis Academiae Imlperialis Scientiarum
Petropolitanae; 1860-80. 2v.
©©
©
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A catalog of the holdings of the library of the
central observatory at l_Ikovo, USSR as of 1860. Lists _
approximately 15,000 works of world literature from earliest
times. Historical works listed pp. 121-124 and pp. 499-511.
Vol. 2 has title: Librorum in Bibliotheca S_eculae Pul_ovensis
Contentorum Catalog us_stematicus. Pars 2. ab Eduardo
Lindemanno Elaborata. Edendum Curaviet et lh-aefatus Est Otto
Struve...
Reichel, Max, Die Fortlaufenden Astronomischen Ver_ffentlichungen
in ihrer Geschichtlichen Entwicklun_. Mit einer Gesamt-
bibliographie. Koln: Greven Verlag, 1957. 124p. (Arbeiten
aus dem Bibliothekar-Lehrinstitut des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Heft 12)
Bibliographie, pp. 41-124, lists 1,250 items from
earliest times to the present from world literature
including books, journals, publications of observatories,
comprehensive catalogs of libraries, year-books, and indexes.
Richardson, Robert S., Man and the Moon. Cleveland: World, 1961.
171p.
Chapter i, "Imaginary Voyages to the Moon," pp. 17-35,
is a very good running text bibliography on imaginary voyages
to the moon from Lucian of S_aosata to Edgar Rice Burroughs
and H. G. Wells. Other chapters in the volume include "_e
Earth-moon Journey," by A. C. Clarke; "Power for a Lunar
Colony," by M. 0'Day; "Farming on the Moon," by J. W. Sholto
Douglas; and "Basic Design f_z ....... __._ " by .T. S Rinehart
Struve, Otto, and Velta Zebergs, Astronomy of the 20th Centurz. New
York: Macmillan, 1962. 544p.
"Bibliography," pp. 529-531, lists forty book titles
and about ten journal titles used in the preparation of this
book written by the director of the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory at Green Bank, West Virginia (Struve) and a
member of the Observatory's scientific staff (Zebergs). "Notes,"
pp. 502-514, list footnote references by chapter.
°. o.o
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Stern, Philip D., Our S___paceEnviro_aent. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
160p. (Holt Library of Science)
Discusses astronoray from ancient Greece up to the
present time in order to show how man's kno_Tledge of the
space enviornment required thousands of years to accumulate
and how man had first to understand his home in the cosmos
before he could try to understand other worlds. Bibliography,
pp. !54-155, lists eight annotated book references.
©
202.
203.
Vorontsov-Vel'lammnov_ Boris A., Ocherki Istorii I_tronomii v Rossii
[Outline History of Astronomy, in Russia]. Moscow: Gos. !zdatel'stvo
Te]daniko-teoreticheskoi. Lit-ry_ 1956. 371p.
A history of astronomy in Russia up to the time of the
1917 revolution. Includes bibliography of Russian publica-
tions, pp. 355-362.
West, Clarence J., and Callie Hull, comps. List of Manuscript
Bib!iographies in Astron_hematics and Physics. Washington,
D.C.: National Research Council, Research Information Service, 1923.
14p. (Reprint and Circular Series of the National Research Council.
no. 41).
A list of approximately lOOunpublished bibliographies
1-_o_Pn to the Pe_earch Information Service and compiled in
the hope that the information contained therein could be
more effectively utilized. Arranged by subject.
c'h
204. Zinner, Ernst, Geschichte und B4blio__)_ra hie....der Astronomischen
Literatur in Deutschian_ zur Zeit der Renaissance. Leipzig:
Hiersemann, 1941. 452p.
Lists 5_236 astronomy books published in Germany between
1448 and 1630, pp. 93-I_I0. In addition includes corrections
and additions to the German works listed in Houzeauand
Lancaster; and a running co!:_entary on the history of astronomy.
,o
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LIFE SC IE_CES
205.
_Abstracts of Current Literature," prepared by Science and
Technology Division, Library of Congress, Aer_ace _edicine,
v. 29 (November 1958) to date.
About 1,000 informative abstracts a year are included
from world-wide report, periodical_ and monographic litera-
ture in the field off bioastronautics and related fields.
Arrangement is by eleven broad subject categories with
c__mulated subject _d author indexes in each December issue
of the journal. These abstracts are a selection from those
appearing in Aerospace Medicine and Bio!o_ since January 1964.
O
206. Air Force Missile Development Center, Holloman Air Force Base,
i
N.M., Histor_ of Research in Space Biolog[ and Biodynamics
at the Air Force Missile Development Center_ Holloman Air Force
Base_ New Mexico_ i_46-i_58. Holloman ASr Force Bas_, N. Mex.,
1958. ll4p.
Numerous bibliographical 2eferences include in notes at
end of each chapter. Some of the chapters appeared as separa-
tely published monographs with the following titles: (i)
Major Achievements in Space Biology atthe Air Force Missile
Development Center, 1953-1957 (issued March 1958); (2) History
of Research in Subgravity and Zero-G at the Air Force Missile
development Center, 1948-1958 (issued May 1958); (3) Major
Achievements in Biodynamics: Escape Physiology at the Air
Force Missile Development Center, 1953-1958 (issued June 1958).
t<.)
207. Armed Forces_h_C Committee on Bio-Astronautics, Human Acceleration
Studies for the Armed Forces-NRC Comv_ittee on Bio-Astronautics.
Washington: National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council,
1961. 71p. (It__sP_blication 913)
• "-" -61-
"A Proposed Physiological Acceleration Terminology
with an Historical Review," by C. C. Clark, pp. 7-65,
lists approximately 300 flight acceleration landmarks
chronologically from 1500 to 1961. In almost every
instance, a doc_nnentary reference is also given. Biblio-
graphy, pp. 54-65, lists these and references to flight
acceleration.
©
208. Armed Services Technical Information Agency, Bio-Astronautics:
an ASTIA Report Bibliography. Arlington, Va.._ 1959• 164p.
(Its Report AD-211 775; PB Report 151 853)
A selected list of references to reports originating
primarily from Government-sponsored research progrmns
relating to the biological problems of space flight. Entries
are for period 1952 to 1958 and are grouped under ASTIA subject
• headings. A Supplement issued in 1960, 49P., its Report AD-233
• 000 PB Report 16i 653, lists 248 references and brings the
_ subject matter up to date through 1959.
209. Ashe_:_:?5_i_i_m F., et al., Historical Survey of Inhabitable Artificial
Atmospheres. Columbus: Ohio State University Research Foundation,
1959. 154p. (Wright Air Development Center Technical Report,
WADC 58-154; PB Report 151 277; report AD-155 901)
Abstracts of approximately 450 articles and reports
disclosed in survey of world literature covering the period
1918-1959 on production and control of artificial atmospheres
for living organisms.
_IgN
a--LV • #_az_, _'ama w._ and Evan G. Pattishall, Human Factors at Exgreme
Altitudes: Synopsis and Bibliogrash_y .. Charlottesville_ Va.:
Division of Educational Research, University of Virginia, March 1960.
lllp. (U.S. Air Force. Air Research and Development Command.
Contract AF 18(600)-1792)
F_
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Includes the following topics: Space 1956-1959; Space
medicine 1956-1959; Ecology 1956-1959; Behavior and perfor-
mance 1956-1959; Acceleration and deceleration; Weightless-
ness 1956-1959; Radiation 1956-1959; Instrumentation, Moni-
%oring_ and communication; Selection and training.
211. Beischer, Dietrich E., and Alfred R. Fregly, Animals and Man in
Space; a Chronolo_ and Annotated BiblipgraPhy__rpug _ the Year
1960. Pensacola, Fla.: U.S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine,
1962. 97P. (It___sMonograph No. 5; ONR Report No. ACR-64; AD
Report 272581)
Lists pertinent bibliographies, monographs, technical
publications, and periodical articles relating to biological
experiments conducted during balloon and rocket flights and
includes detailed tabulations of such flights.
©
212. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics_ S__ace
Medicine Research. Hearings before the Special Investigating
Subcommittee... June 15 and 16, 1960. Washington: U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1960. 70p. (86th Cong., 2d Sess.)
Includes scattered bibliographical references through-
out the text, which is testimony on the state of the art
and where in the armed services future research should be done.
\_i.J
213. Congress, Senate, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
Space Research in the Life Sciences: an Inventor_ of Related
Prp_rams_ Resources_ and FacilitiesiRe_rt. Washington: U.S°
Govt. Print. Off., 1960. 269p.
Includes brief bibliographies, pp. 237-238, and p. 269,
at end of appendixes, "From Aviation Medicine to Space Medicine_"
by Hubertus Strughold, and "Exobiology_Experimental Approaches
to Life Beyond Earth," by Joshua Lederberg.
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214. Department of Co_mlerce, Office of Technical Services, Bio-Astro-
nautics_ a Selective Bibliography. Washington: 1961. 12p.
This bibliography lists reports and translations placed
in the OTS collection between January 1959 and April 1961
on the hmnan aspects of space flight ... A separate section
lists bibliographies, dictionaries, and surveys in the field.
215. Fogel, Lawrence J., Biotechnology; Concepts and Applications. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963. 826p.
A bibliography accompanies each chapter. Section F, "An
Overvie_,_ of Biotechnology," pp. 793-796, lists 48 references.
©
216. Hendrickson, Ruth M., Bibliography on Space Medicine. Los Alamos,
N. Mex. : Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, ]-958. 47p. (Atomic
Energy Co_nission. Report AECU-3914)
Covers period 1940-1957. Lists approximately 300
book and journal article r@ferences arranged by _ithor
under 13 subject categories.
217. Hoff, Ebbe C., and John F. Fulton, A Bibliography of A_iation
Medicine. Prepared for the Co!mmittee on Aviation Medicine,
Division of Medical Science, National Research Council, Acting
for the Colmnittee on Medical Research, Office of Scientific
Research and Development, Washington, D.C._ Springfield, Iii.,
Baltimore, Md.: C. C. Thomas, 1942. 237P.
School of Medicine. Yale Medical Library.
Publication no. 5]
[Yale University.
Historical Library.
O
.... Supplement by Phebe M. Hoff, Ebbe C. Hoff, and John F. Fulton.
Washington, D. C.: Committee on Aviation Medicine, Division of
Medical Sciences, National Research Council, Acting for the'
Committee on Medical Research, Office of Scientific Research and
Development, 1944. 109p. [Yale University. School of Medicine.
Yale Medical Library. }listorical Library. Publication no. 9]
A comprehensive bibliography of 6,029 references to
world literature from the earliest times to 1942. Covers
related topics in the biological, physical, and chemical
sciences. Includes references to histories and biblio-
graphies of the subject. Arrangement is by broad subject
category with author and subject indexes. The supplement
is on the s_me plan and lists 2,336 entries covering the
period 1942-1944.
©
218. Jacobius, Arnold J., "Bibliographic Control of Aviation and Space
Medical Literature," Aerospace Medicine_. v. 30 (July 1959),
pp. 512-516.
A guide for the researcher in this field listing 69
pertinent references an_ sources in section entitled
"Published Bibliographies of Aerospace Medicine and Related
Fields," pp. 513-516.
219. Jacobius, Arnold J., "Bioastronautics Information Services and
Publications in the United States," A_eros_pace Medicine, v. 34,
(April 1963), pp. 344-348.
Part II entitled "Bibliographic Services in the United
States Pertinent to the Space Life Sciences" lists 18 services
published on a continuing basis with pertinent bibliographical
data and a detailed annotation for each.
©
i
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Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Soviet Bio-
astronautics anA Biotechnpip_L:1964;. Com_ilatio n of Abstracts.
Washington: The Author, 1965. l15p. (It___sATDreport P-65-4)
This report comprises abstracts of all significant
Soviet bioastronautics open literature published in the
U.S.S.R. in 1964 and available at the Aerospace Technology
Division of the Library of Congress.
O
221.
222.
Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Soviet Bio-
astronautics and Manned S_ht_: Pr___o_r_ms, 0rga_izatiop,
and Personalities. Washington: The Author, 1965. llSp. (Its
ATD Report P-65-14)
A survey of Soviet literature on bioastronautics with
running tezb annotations. _-le period from the 1950's to
1965 is covered. Bibliography, pp. 76-118, lists 769
references to Soviet literature.
Link, Mae M., S_ace Medicine in Pro_ect Mercury. Washington:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1965. 198p.
(NASA SP-4003) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
This volume examines the historical development of
NASA's fund of space-medicine information aad experience.
It also shows how NASA was able to draw upon the space-
medicine resources of the Air Force, the Navy, other
Goverpa_ent agencies_ industry, and academic and private
insu±u_u±uns _- _ .... " ^- _" _ ........ * _""÷_° _research ........ uu v_u_ --_. ...........
the Mercury progr&m. Includes index and bibliographical
references, pp. 180-181.
223. Lomonaco, Tomaso, et al., Medicina Aeronautica ed E!ementi di
Medicina Spaziale. Roma: "Regionale" Editrice, 1959. 586p.
(....)
.' ,°
O
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Chapter I, "Storia," pp. ?-42, is essentially a
history of Italian aeronautical medicine; it includes
a bibliography, pp. 543-544.
224.
National Aeronautics _d Space Administration, Aerospace Medicine
and Biol____] a Continuing. Bibli_9o_. _. Springfield, Va. :
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific _d Technical Information
(OTS), January-Y_rch, 1964 to date. (NASA SP-7011) Quarterly.
A selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles introduced into the NASA
information system during the quarterly periods covered.
All references included have been compiled by the joint
efforts of the .gm.erican _stitute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, NASA, and the Aerospace Medicine and Biology
Bibliography Project of the Library of Congress. Material
previously announced in separate jo_umals is now confined
in a single bibliography which will be updated periodically
by supplements. Primary emphasis given to biological,
physiological, psychological, s_d environmental effects to
}_ich man is subjected d_ing and follo_._ing simulated or
actual flight in the earth's atmosphere or in interplanetary
space. Related topics such as life-support systems,
pharmacology, sanitary problems, personnel factors, etc.,
are included. Subject, personal author, and corporate
source indexes. Aerospace Medicine and Biology - is a
continuation of the Aviation Medicine Bibliggra__b _ initiated
in 1954 by the Library of Congress. Ten volmnes of this
annotated bibliography: v. i and 2 entitled Aviation _._dicine
and Biology; an Annotated Bibliogra_, and v.------4----i_entitled
Aerospace Medicine and Biolqm_; an Annotated Bibliographz,
and subsequent volumes covering the years 1962 and 1963 are
in preparation. Cumulative indexes to vols. I-X covering
the 1952-1961 literature were published in 1966. A
Cumulative Index to the 19641ssue{ of aConti_njling. Bib!io-
l_hy on Aerosa2__Medicine and Bio!og_ supersedes all the
separate issue indexes.
/_ "_
\:)
225. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Extraterrestrial
Lifg_ a Bibliosraph _. Washington: NASA, 1964. 2 pts. (NASA
SP-7015) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
io
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1>5. l: Domestic and foreign report literature_ a
selected listing of annotated references to unclassified
scientific and technical reports published •between 1900-
1964; pt. 2: Published literat_,re; a selection of <nnotated
references to journal articles and books published bet_een
1900-1964.
Both parts include such subjects as extraterrestrial
life, exobiology_ the origin of life on earth, the suitability
of othe9 planets for the development of indigenous life, and
the terrestrial contaminationof spacecraft. Both parts are
arranged in reverse chronological order and are followed by
personal author and subject indexes. Prepared by the Scienti-
fic and Technical Information Facility for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration by Documentation Incor-
porated.
<_
226. Potocko, Richard J., Bibli_o@raphy Related to H_nnan Factors System
Progr_ _ ....July19o2_r_____j_"-FeDruary_ !964_. Washington: National Aero-
nautics <rid Space Administration, 1964. 237P.
A list of references with abstracts arranged in 21
subject categories, covering books, reports, and journal
articles in biotechnology and h_man research. All citations
previously appeared in Scientific and Technical Aeros_
Re_ts or Internations_ _e A-bs_ra-_ _u].-__b2 -
February 196_'
227. Roos, Charles comp., Bibliogra[hy of Spaqe_Medicine. Washington:
National Library of Medicine, Reference Division, 1958. 49p.
(U.S. Public Health Service, Publication no. 617. Bibliography
series no. 2])
Consists of 381 annotated references compiled by the
Head, Document Section, National Library of Medicine,
arranged by subject category and covering the period from
the 1930's to 1958. References selected from the National
Library of Medicine and aviation, aviation medicine, and
astronautical publications. Supplement, 1958 continues
and brings the nm_.ber of references cited up to 431.
©
228.
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Sergeev, Aleksandr A._ Essays .on the History of Aviation Medicine.
Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, for
sale by Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical _
Information (OTS) _ Springfield, Va.: 1965. 413p. (NASA
Technical Translation TT F-176)
Translation of Sergeev's Ocherki ._o !storii Aviatsionnoi
Medztszny (Moscow: USSR Acadenv of Sciences Publishing House,
1962) which consists of nine essays on the history of Soviet
aviation medicine and an excellent final chapter entitled_
"Bibliography of Works in Russian on Aviation Medicine up
to 1950," pp. 254-398, listing approximately 1,730 references
to books and journal articles.
©
229. Shneour, Elie A._ and Eric A. Ottesen_ compilers, Extraterrestrial
Life: an Anthology and Bibl_o_ra_h_. Washington: National
Academy of Sciences and National Research Council, 1966. 478 p.
(National Research Council Publication 1296A)
Supplementary to Biolog_and the Exploration of Mars i
R_port of a Stud_held under the auspices of the S_ace Science
National A__ccadew_of Sciences, National Research
Council; _ editle_>< C. S. Pit-_e_i'ri'_,' '(Wash_ndt-_n 7 Y9--_6).
Prepared under the guidance of the Study Group on Biology
and the Exploration of Mars of the Space Science Board
as a means of providing access to the literature on life
beyond the Earth. Includes 34 papers by international
experts reprinted from various journals and published
between 1945 and 1965; and a bibliography containing over
2_O00 selected references to world literature from the
eighteenth century through 1965.
230. Young_ Richard S., Extraterrestrial Biology. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
l19p. (Holt Library of Science)
°,
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Deals with the question of how study of the extraterres-
trial environment can contribute to _derstanding of life
and its processes. Bibliography, pp. 113-114, lists nine
annotated references to books on the possibilities of life
on other plantes.
231.
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233.
METEOROLOGY
Ashby, John H., A Preli_inary History of the Evolution of the
TIROS Weather Satellite Progr_n. Co_nent ed. Greenbelt, Lid.:
Goddard Space Flight Center, August, 1964. _ 102p. (HHN-45)
Traces the development of the first meteorological
satellite, TIROS, from an e_erimental R&_ satellite to
an operational system supporting worldwide weather analyses.
Includes Chronology, pp. 79-90. Bibliography, pp. 95-102,
lists approximately one h_ndred references. Footnote
references scattered throughout the tex%.
Kiss, Elemer, "Annotated Bibliography on Rocket Meteorology,"
Me teorolo_cal scud Geoastrop1_sical Abstracts, v. ii (September
1960), pp. 1480-1535.
A bibliography of approximately 280 annotated refer-
ences to books and journal articles, worldwide in scope,
on the use of rockets in the upper atmosphere, and
published between 1950-1960. Items are arranged chronolo-
gically and alphabe%ically by author within each year. A
subject outline provides a guide to the subject matter. A
geographic outline provides a guide to the locations of areas
where observations and measurements were conducted.
Kiss, Elemer, _on Meteorological Satellites, 1952-1962.
Washington: Weather Bureau, 1963. 380p. (For sale by U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.)
• ,r
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Approximately 988 annotated references to books,
technical reports, conference papers, and journal articies
for the period 1952-1962, international in scope, are
arranged alphabetically by author within each year. Subject
outline, geographical outline, author index, and serial
index are included. About 800 of these references were
listed in the following four compilations in Meteorological
and Geoastro_hysical Abstracts: October 1960, pp. i4_0'-!--_;
March 1963, pp. 870-93_ , for__he period 1961-1962; February
1964, pp. 405-447, for the period 1959-1962. March 1964,
pp. 634-663, is a further compilation which covers the period
1963.
©
234. Meteorolo_ica! and Geoastro_h__ysical Abstracts, Boston, Mass.:
American Meteorological Society, 1950 to date. Monthly.
Lists ii,000 abstracts a year from world literature
on the subjects of meteorology, oceanography, hydrology,
geophysics, _d astrophysics. Abstracts on satellites
listed under section "Instrument Carriers." Subject
classification with annual author, subject, geographical,
and journal indexes. Also each issue usually contains
cumulative, annotated bibliographies on subjects of special
interest, as well as a title and keywordpermuted index
entitled, Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Titles. This
latter has many entries under the keywords ',history" and
"historic_'
235. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Final Re_ort on
the TIIROS I Meteorological Satellite System. Staffs of Goddard
Space Flight Center and U.S. Weather Bureau. Washington: NASA,
i962 .............
Govt. Print. Off.)
This report is divided into two parts: Part I includes
the design, development, operation, and engineering evaluation
of TIROS I; Part II is concerned with the meteorological uses
of the television data obtained from TIROS I. BibliograJly,
pp. 109-112, lists 86 references to books, journal articles,
and reports.
!
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236. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Significant Achievements
in Satellite Meteorolpgy_. i_58.-.i_164.. Washington: NASA, 1966.
141p. (NASA SP-96) (For sale by U.S, Govt. Print. Off.)
One of a series of ten volumes which summarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period 1958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astronomy, Bioscience,
Communications and Navigation, Geodesy, lonospheres and
Radio Physics, Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary
Atmospheres, Planeto!ogy_ and Solar Physics. Bibliography,
pp. 137-141, lists 97 references to significant books,
journal articles, and technical reports.
C)
237. Wexler, Harry, and J. E. Caskey_ Jr., eds., International Symposi____
on Rocket and Satellite Meteoro!o_F__].s__t__Proceedin_s_ Wash!nDton_ ,
D t C., A_ril 23-25 z 1962. Sponsored by Cormmittee on Space Research
(COSPAR), World Meteorological Organization (_0), [and] International
Union of Geodesy a_d Geophysics (IUGG). Amsterdam: North Holland,
1963. 441p.
Consists of 39 papers by experts from all countries
arranged as follows: Part !; "Meteorological Rockets";
Part II; "Meteorological Satellites-Radiation Studies ;"
Part Iii; "Meteorological Satellites-Cloud Studies;"
Part IV_ "Meteorological Satellites-Special Studies."
Most of the articles contain brief bibliographies.
238. Widger, William K., Meteorolo{ical Satellite ss. New York: Holt_
Rinehart and Winston, 1966. 280p. (Holt Library of Science)
Deals with the development of meteorological smtellites,
especia!lywith the weather satellite TIROS I, which has
changed the whole course of meteorology. Chapter 4 is
entitled "The History m_d Background that Led to TIROS."
Bibliography_ pp. 255-276, lists references by chapter.
i'
239.
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Ahrendt, Myrl H., The Mathematics of Space ExPlpration. Coordi-
nating Editor: James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt_ Rinehart and
Winston, 1966. 160p. (Holt Library of Science)
Presents in simple form enough of the applications
of mathematics in the space age to enable the lay person
or the student who has a reasonable knowledge of mathema-
tics to foz_n an appreciation and understanding of the role
of mathematics in the exploration of space. Bibliography,
P. 157, lists 13 references to books.
©
240. Goddard Space Flight Center, Publications. Washington: G.S.F.C.,
1963 ('2 v.) to date. Annual. (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
A collection in two am_ua! volumes of the articles,
papers, talks, and reports generated by the scientific and
engineering staff of Goddard Space Flight Center for the
year. V. i is entitled "Space Sciences" and v. 2 is
entitled "Space Technology." Each volume includes author
index. Many of these articles were originally published
in the journal literature, or as official NASA publications.
241. Jastrow, Robert, and A. G. C_neron, "Space: Highlights of Recent
Research" Science , v. 145, no. 3637 (September II, 1964),
pp. i129-i139.
The authors deal with the recent research highlights
in the particular collection of scientific problems to
_ich space vehicles c_ make some specifi_ contributions
not achievable by ground-based experiments. Discusses
geodesy, meteorology, upper atmosphere, magnestophere,
magnetopause, the atmosphere of Venus, solar physics,
x-rays, smd gamma rays. Bibliography, p. 1139, lists
approximately 50 references.
242. Library of Congress, Aerospace Information Division, Future
Trends in Soviet Science and Technology__ Review of Soviet and
Soviet-Bloc Literature. Washington: The Author, 1963. 279P.
(It___sAiD Report P-63-2)
! . o.
!
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A compilation of informed Soviet statements on the
future considered indicative of Soviet long-range planning.
Sources examined available at Aerospace Information Division
during the period Sept. 15 through Nov. 15, 1962. The
"quotation-in-depth" method is used with occasional biblio-
graphic references in the text. "Astrophysics and Space
Sciences," pp. 32-84.
©
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245.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration_ Significant Achievements
in Ionospheres and Radio Physics, 1958,196__a. Washington: NASA,
1966. 60p. (NASA SP-95) (For sale by U.S. Gosh. Print. Off.)
One of a series of ten volumes which s_m_aarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period 1958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astronomy, Bioscience,
Cormmunica%ions and Navigation, Geodesy_ Ionospheres and Radio
Physics_ Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary Atmo-
spheres, Planetology, and Solar Physics. Bibliography, pp.
51-60, lists 126 references to significant books, journal
articles_ and technical reports.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Significant Achievements
in Particles and Fields_ 19.58-1964. Washington: NASA, 1966. 94p.
(NASA SP-97) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
One of a series of ten vol_nes _ich summarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period 1958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astronomy, Bioscience,
Comz_unications and Navigation, Geodesy, Ionospheres and
Radio Physics, Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary
Atmospheres, Planetology, and Solar Physics. Bibliography,
R3 9h _e ....... d......
articles_ and technical reports.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Si_ficant Achievements
in Solar Physics_ 1958-1964. Washington: NASA, 1966. 95P.
(NASA SP-IO0) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
r.i
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One of a series of ten volumes which s_mnarize the
progress and describe achievements during the period 1958
through 1964 in the following areas: Astrononv, Bioscience,
Commm_ications and Navigation, Geodesy, Ionospheres and
Radio Physics, Meteorology, Particles and Fields, Planetary
Atmospheres, Planetologlf, and Solar Physics. Bibliography,
PP. 91-95, lists 95 references to significant books, journal
articles, and technical reports.
246. Seifert, Howard S., and Mary H. Seifert, Orbital Space Fli_ht.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966. 138p. (Holt
Library of Science)
Deals with the physics of satellite motion including
laws of motion, forms of energy, satellites, lat_ch and
re-entry. Bibliography, p. 129, lists 20 references to
books.
©
247. Sutton_ Richard M., The Physics of S_ace. Coordinating Editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
176p. (Holt Library of Science)
Discusses the many ways physics is important to our
_u_derstanding of space. This book is a do-it-yourself
astronomy book to help the reader become better acquainted
with outer space and the applications of the laws of
physics. Bibliography, pp. 171-172, lists 12 references to
books.
248.
IMPACT AND APPLICATIONS OF SPACE EXPLORATION
MILITARY
U.S. Air Force. Studies and Histories_pared b_ the U>A_.
Historical Division, Research Studies Institute,.Ai/rU_niyersit_ ,
as of i September 1959. Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Air
University, 1959. 13p.
-75-
Lists 138 historical studies issued from 1943-1958
and covering among other military aeronautics topics-
World War II and the Korean Conflict. In addition lists a
number of policy studies and published histories.
249. Air University, Libraries_ Air University Abstracts of Student
Research Reports. Man,Tell Air Force Base, Ala.: 1957 to date.
Annual.
Title, 1957-1964: Air University Annotated List of
Student Research Reports. Brings together and arranges
accordingly in one annual annotated list student research
reports and theses from the several schools of Air University:
Air Command and Staff College, Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology, Air War College_ and Squadron Officer School. Includes
many entries under "Space" in the subject index.
©
250. 7Lir Universit_ Periodical Index to Militar Z Periodicals, Mam_ell
Air Force Base, Ala.: Air University Library, 1949 to date.
Quarterly.
Lists 18,000 largely nontechnical references a year
to significant articles, news items, and editorials from
68 English-langus_e military and aeronautical periodicals
generally not indexed elsewhere. Arrm_gement is alphabeti-
cal by subject with annual and triennial cumulative indexes.
Published 1949-1962 as Air Universit_ Periodical Index.
-y6-
O 251.
Air University, Research and S_ecial Studies Progress Re__ort.
Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. July i, 1956, to date. Semiannual.
Annotated bibliography of the research and special_
study projects of the staffs and faculties at the Air
University and the various components of it, including the
USAF Historical Division. Issued annually to provide
some indication of the state of progress of research in
process.
252. Anzalone, Alfred, S_e Technolo_x: a Partial Search of the Litera-
ture Concernin@th e A_plications of Orbital Space Satellites to
Advanced Wea_onsS_stems. Dover, N.J.: Feltman Research and
Engineering Laboratories, Picatinny Arsenal, 1959. 109p.
A list of annotated references to _classified
literature with a m_iterm index.
O 253. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics, The
Practical Values of_loration. Report ... Pursuant to
H. Res. 133. Washington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1960. 54p.
(86th Cong., 2d sess. House Report no. 2091)
This report was undertaken to explain to the American
taxpayer why so many of his dollars are going into the
American effort to explore space and the various benefits-
economic, national security, educational, etc.--that he is
likely to derive from the effort. Text includes many
bibliographical footnote references.
254. Dept. of the Army. Army Library, Military Aspects of Space
Exploration_ a Selected List of Titles. Washington: 1958.
55P. (Its Special bibliography no. 16)
o.
)
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An annotated bibliography of 300 unclassified titles
on the military implications of space arranged by broad
subject category. Covers both soviet and american aspects.
Items included published primarily in the 1950's.
Estep, Raymond_ An Aerospace Bibliogra_h_h_y. Max_re].l Air Force Base,
Ala. : Doc_lentary Research Division, Aerospace Studies Institute,
Air University, 1962. 158p. (Air University Doc_mlentary Research
Study, AU-290-61-RSi)
A bibliography of 3,100 briefly annotated references
%o books, and articles in nearly one hundred periodicals.
Dmranged alphabetically under 48 broad subject categories
with subject and author indexes. Combines in one volume
the coverage formerly furnished in an Air Power Bibliogra__ph_
(Mam,_ell Air Force Base, 1956 _nd 1959_ and later in
Space Biblio__ra__X (Ma_ell Air Force Base, 1959). Covers
air power references from 1957 to January 1962 and space
references from 1959 to January 1962. All references are
to material in the Air University Library at Max_ell Air
Force Base, Alabama. Supplement,__ Aerospace Bibliogr_h_y
(Max_ell Air Force Base, Ala., 1965), covers book and periodical
literature for the years 1962-1964.
256.
257.
Higham, Robin D., An Introduction to_ Marit'_n._£j_Nava!___n d Aeronautical
History. Chapel Hill,: University of North Carolina, 1960, 48p.
(Library Study Outlines, V. I, no. 3)
A reading guide prepared by the Naval and. Air Historian,
Department of History, University of North u_ru.t_m_. _±o-
nautical Literature," pp. 36-47, lists approximately I00
_notated works on the history of aviation from World War I
to 1960. Includes references on the Royal Air Force, the
Luftwaffe, Japanese air services, and aviation and airships.
Straubel, James H., et al, eds., Spac e Weapons; a Handbook of
Military Astronautics. New York: Praeger, 1959. 245p.
i °° -"
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Deals with military astronautics, ballistic missiles
and space weapons and their relationship to 7k_erican
national security and civilization in general. Annotated
bibliography, pp. 227-239, en_hasizes rockets.
258. Thayer_ Frederick C., Air Transport Policy and National Security.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press_ 1965. 352p.
This work, which started out as a dissertation for the
University of Denver's Graduate School of International
Studies, explores the interrelationships of the politica!_
military and economic aspects of both military airlift policy
and cormnercial air transport policy. Bibliography_ pp. 319-
338, lists books, government publications, journal titles_
and unpublished materials.
POLITICAL /DID LEGAL
O 259. Akademii_ Nauk SSSR, Komissii_ po Pravovym Voprosam Mezhp!anetnogo
Prostranstva. Kosmos i Mezhdunarodnoe Pravo [Legal Problems of
Interplanetary Space]. Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Instituta
Mezhdunarodnykh 0tnosheni_, 1962. 181p.
A discussion, from the Russian point of view, of space
law. Bibliography, pp. 254-255, lists Soviet publications
on the subject.
260.
261.
Arroyo, Madrigal II., La Actividad dei Hombre en el Esp_cip, CO!;lo
Fuente de un Nuevo Regimen Jurldlco hexico: Universidad
p .
Nacional Auto'noma de Mexmco, 1961. 164p.
A thesis. Includes bibliography, pp. 161-164.
Christol_ Carl Q., International Law of Outer S_ace. Newport, R.I.:
Naval War College, 1966. 513p. (Naval War College, Ne_-port,
International Law Studies: 1962, v. 55; NAVPERS 15031) (For
sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
!
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The author, who occupied the chair of International
Law at the Naval War College during 1962-63, examines the
legal principles and rules influencing and governing the
uses of outer space and their interrelated political
characteristics. "List of Annexes" pp. 439-488_ inc!udes
texts of all official documents relating to legal use of
outer space. "Bibliography of Bibliographies Relating to
the International Law of Outer Space," pp. -489-490 , lists
eighteen references which cover material published through
1963. "Index of Cases, p. 491, lists thirty one mentioned
in the text.
©
262. Cohen_ M_xwell, ed., Law and Politics in Spa__oceedings.
McGill Conference on the Law of Outer Space, ist., Montreal,
1963. Montreal: McGill University Press, 1964. 221p.
In addition to the proceedings contributed by the
conferees, this volume contains a bibliography, pp. 191-
211, which emphasizes colmaunications, pollution and
contamination, arms control, _ad observations (the topics
dealt with at the conference). The first part of the
bibliography is entitled, "General Bibliographies on Space
l_w," and lists ten items.
\_ )
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264.
Congress, House, Select Co_nittee on Astronautics and Space Explora-
tion, S__u_vey of Space Law_ Staff Report. Washington: U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1959. 60p. (86th Cong._ ist Sess. House. Doc.
89)
Includes "Bibliography of Space Law," prepared in the
Office ..... _-,_^ ^_._+_ a_l nf the Air Force_
pp. 38-60. One of the most comprehensive bibliographies to
date.
Congress, Senate, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
Staff Report, S_ace TreatyProposals b[ the United States and
the USSR. ?_shington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1966. 52p.
(89th Cong., 2d. Sess.)
i - "°
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Compares U.S. and Soviet proposals for an outer space
treaty on the moon and other celestial bodies made during
the s_Ler of 1966 to the U°N. Co_nmittee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space with the purpose of preparing a final
draft treaty for presentation to the U.N. General Assen_ly
Fall 1966. Includes texts of several background documents
pp. 27-45, along with a list of previous publications on
international space activities by the Co_nittee on Aero-
nautical and Space Sciences, p. 52.
©
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266.
Dupree, A. Hunter, Science in the Federal Government; a History of
Policies and Activities_ to 1940. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University h_ess, 1957. 460p.
A well documented work on the history of U.S. govern-
ment science policy and the relationship between that polic_
and society. While Government science policy in space is
not discussed here, the book does put the relationship
between research technology and Goverr_ent policy into
historical perspective. "Chronology," pp. 383-386, lists
Government activities in science. Bibliography_ pp. 387-
441, lists footnote references by chapter.
Emme, Eugene M., _ipact of Air Power_ National Securit_ and World
Politics. New York: Van Nostrand, 1959. 914p.
A comprehensive, annotated volume of i18 authoritative
readings from a wide range of informed American and English
sources on the problems created by the use of air power as
an instrument of national policy and by its influence on
national security. Each chapter has a list of selected
references.
267. Emme_ Eugene M., National Air Power and International Politics;
Select Biblip_raphy. Ma_ell Air Force Base, Ala.: Studies _nd
Research Branch, Historical Division, Dept. of the Air Force
Library, 1950. 191p. (Air University Documentary Research StudY)
\ J
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A list of i_484 annotated book and periodical article
references designed as a key to the significant interrelation-
ships existing between institutions of a national character and
the field of intel_atAonal relations with some references
dealing with the role of air power in history. The majority
of the references appeared during the 1940's.
268. Frutkin, Arnold W., International Cooperation in S_.ace. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Ha!l, 1965. 186p.
Deals with the history and present status of cooperation
between the United States and the Soviet Union in space
exploration. The author discusses the relationship between
cooperation and the existing political framework. Each
section includes copious footnote references.
O
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270.
G_I, Gyula, Vilagurjog. Budapest: Kozgazdasagl is Jogi Konyvklado,
,1964. 365p.
Deals with space law. Summaries in English and Russian.
Includes bibliography of space law references, pp. 313-325.
Goodall, Marcus C., Science and the Politican. Cambridge, Mass.:
Schenkman Pub. Co., 1965. 83p.
Deals with cultural lag, in a somewhat polemical way,
between science and state and also with what the author
feels is man's failure to evaluate the true place of science
in our every day living. Bibliography, pp. 77-83, consists
of fifty annotated references to books.
(D
271. Haley, Andrew G., Space Law and Goverr_nent. New York: Appleton--
Century-Crofts, 1963. 584p.
Each chapter accomps_iedby numerous footnotes and
references. Appendix V is a bibliography, pp. 528-539.
Section V-A, p. 528, is entitled "Bibliographies of Space
Literatures" and V-b, pp. 529-539, "Selected and Partial
Bibliography of the Works of the Author."
................... U ....
..
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272. "AHogan, John C., Guide to the Study of Space Law, Including a .
Selective Bibliography on the Legal and Political Aspects of _
Space," St. Louis University !J%w Journal, v. 5 (Spring 1958)
PP. 79-133.
Issued also as RandCorporationPa_a_ P-1290 (Santa
Monicg, 1958) and reprinted in S_ace LaW: a Symposi_£,
committee print of the Senate Special Committee on Space
and Astronautics (Washington, 1959), PP. 291-345. An
extensive selected bibliography listing 256 titles from
books, law reviews, political journals, scientific and
technical journals, both American and foreign.
273. Jessup, Philip C., and IIoward J. Taubenfeld, Controls for Outer
Space and the Antarctic Analogy. New York: Col_nbia University
Press, 1959. 379P.
Part III, pp. 191-282, is entitled "International
Control for Outer Space." Includes bibliography in the
form of bibliographical "Notes," pp. 285-354.
274. Kehrberger, J. Peter, Legal and Political bnplications of Space
Research. Space Law and Its Background: political, Military_
Economical Aspects and Techno-Scientific Problems of Astro-
nautics; a Selective Bibliography of Eastern and Western Sources.
Hamburg: Verlag Weltarehiv GmbH, 1965. 365p.
Covers literature from fif_y-five nations under the
headings legal problems; background and global implications
(political and military aspects of space exploration, inter-
national cooperation, national space programs and projects,
impact on economy and industry, space communications, space
and meteorology, perspectives and prospects, scientific and
technological background, life sciences, and space research);
activities of nongovernmental institutions; documents and
activities of states and international organizations. There
is a comprehensive index to abbreviations, transliterations,
periodicals, honorary collections, geography, subjects, and
authors.
i •
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Kemp, John M., Evolution Toward a Space Tres_ty: An }listorical •
An.al_s.is. Col_lent ed. Washington: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, September 1966. 221p. (}_IN-64)
Analyzes events leading up to space treaty drafted by
U.S. and Soviet negotiators in August 1966 for possible
submission to U.N. General Asse_ly in 1966 or 67. "Selected
Bibliography," pp. 218-221, lists forty books and articles.
©
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277.
278.
Ley, Willy, ed., Harnessing S_ace, Edited and with an Introduction
and Commentary. New York: Macmillan, 1963. 314p.
Compiled to point out that space research has other
than military applications, the author discusses navigational,
meteorological, and cor_am_ication satellites. Includes
bibliography, pp. 304-306, and very brief bibliographies at
the end of some of the sections. Historical background of
astronautics given in the "Introduction," pp. 15-23j "Chro-
nology of Meteorological-Satellite Events," pp. 234-254, and
"Chronology of Co_unication-Satellite Events," pp. 255-274.
Library of Congress, Legislative Reference Service, Legal Problems
of Spac.e E.x_loration__a Symposiu!n_. Washington: U.S. Govt. Print.
Off., 1961. 1392p. (87th Cong., 1st Sess. Senate. Doc. No. 20)
Include n_nerous bibliographical references and an exten-
sive bibliography entitled "Selected References on the Legal
Problems of Space Exploration," compiled by Kenneth Anderson
Finch, pp. 1329-1392. "Bibliographies on Space Law" are listed
on pp. 1334 to 1336 and include 43 references to bibliographies.
Lipson, Leon, and Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Re_tto_the Nation a_
Aeronauti_csandS_ace _Administration on the Law of Outer Space.
Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1961. 179P.
Includes bibliography of approximately 280 references,
pp. 155-179, which covers material from earliest times to
November 1958.
o, ,
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National Aeronautics and Space A_ninistration, Conference on the
Law of Space and of Satellite Co_munications. Washington: NASA,
1964. 205p. (NASA SP-44) (For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
Proceedings of a conference organized by Northwestern
University School of Law, Evanston, Ill., May ]-2_ 1963,
as part of the Third National Conference on the Peaceful Uses
of Space. _ne fontal papers and comments in the first part
of the volume represent an attempt to provide a broad per-
spective of the legal problems that have arisen and will
emerge in the space age_ and to indicate to what degree
informal legal thought has reached a consensus or formulated
tentative conclusions as to their resolution. The second part
of the volume is concerned with monopoly and antitrust aspects,
administrative aspects, and international aspects of colrmuni-
cations satellite operations. Has bibl_ograj_cal footnotes.
©
280. I. %Pepln, Eugene, "Bibliographie des Travaux Publi_s sur les Probl_mes
i Juridiques de l'Espace et Questions Connexes (1910-15 September
1959)_" Revue Francaise de Droit Aerlen, v. 13 (October/December
1959), PP. 325-352.
References (I_909)arranged chronologically under twelve
broad subject categories. Reprinted i_ the author's Les
Probl_mes Juridiques de l'Es a_ (Paris: Sirey, 1959)7--
pp. 2o: 6.
281. Q_adri, Rolando, "Droit international cosmique." l__nHague. Academy
of International L_. Recueil des cours, 1959, III, v. 98 (1960)
pp. 505-597.
Includes bibliographical footnote references and the
following contents: Considerations on the doctrine of
international cosmic law; Nature of the rules of international
cosmic law; Particular problems.
L_J
282. Renstrom, Arthur G., comp., Aero_olitics_ a Selective BibliograDh_
on %he Influence of Aviation on Society. Washington: Library of
Congress, Division Of Aeronautics, 1948. 31p°
' ,o
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A list of approximately 450 mainly American monographs
and journal articles published from 1910-1948 and arranged
by subject category. Deals with air power as an instrument
of national policy and covers the early history of aviation,
the rise of air power, its military use in World War II, and
its prospects for the future.
283. Rettig, Richard A., Biblio____.___raphz_onScience and World Affairs.
Prepared for the Foreign Service Institute, U.S. Dept. of
State. Washington: Dept. of State, November 1964. 179P.
(For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
Chapter seven, "Outer Space," pp. 106-120, lists
approximately 130 references to books and articles on
such aspects of space as legal problems, U.S. and U.S.S.R.
programs and policies, and U.S.--Soviet relations.
O
284. Sanger, Eugen, Raumfahrt-- Technische_berwind_m__ des Kri%ges.
Aktuelle As_ekte der Uberschall-Luftfahrt und Raumfahrt.
Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1958. 142p. (Rowohlts deutsche Enzyklopadie,
59)
Inclndes bibliography, pp. 137-138, and such topics as
military, world political, and cultural aspects of space
flight.
285. "Selective Bibliography of Space Law," New York Law Fort__, v. 4
Lists 77 references to books, law reviews, periodical
and newspaper articles and published speeches and reports.
286.
0
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Smirnoff, Michel, "Bibliographie du Droit Astronautique," Eevu__e
G_n_rale de l'Air, v. 21 (No. 4, 1958), pp. 392-398.
Lists alphabetically by author 161 books and periodical
articles published 1943-1958.
©
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Smirnoff, Michel, Svetska B iblio_rafi_a Astronautickog Prava--
World Biblio__raphy of Space Law. Belgrad: Institut za
Medjunaro_u Politiku i Priw-edu, 1962. 160p.
In English and Serbian. Covers the period 1910
through 1959 and includes 948 references. Arranged
chronologically with alphabetical author and subject
index.
288. Teclaff, Ludwik A., "Review of Space Law Literature and Activities,"
Law Library Journal, v. 54 (August 1961), pp. 208-217.
The bibliography comprises: (I) an annotated list of
91 books and articles arranged alphabetically by author;
(2) a classified index.
©
289. Union List of Air Law Literature in Librar.ies in Oxford, Cambridge,
and London. London: London University, Institute of Advanced
Legal Studies, 1956.
Publication No. 4)
54p. (Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
Lists 450 references on air law held by these libraries.
Includes books and pamphlets, international conferences and
treaties, international organizations_ laws and regulations,
and periodicals and reports.
290.
291.
U.S. Air Force, Judge Advocate General, _aw Biblio__.
Washington: Dept. of the Air Force, _._n<_ _t_ ......(Air _n_-r_
Pamphlet AFPIIO-I-4)
Lists alphabetically by author: books, periodical and
newspaper articles, official speeches, reports, diplomatic
conmmu_ications, and other official and semi-official
documents readily available in libraries in the Washington
area. Includes "Bibliographies on Space La_," pp. 6-9.
VanDyke, Vernon, Pride and Powers the Rationale of the Space Program.
Urbana: University of l!linois Press, 1964. 285p.
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Deals with the extent to which the space program
is motivated by a desire to enhance _nerican prestige
in the world--the powerful motive of political competition
rather than the motive of scientific or technological or
economic progress. The author deals with the kinds of
questions that Congress and the voters have been asked to
consider in relation to the space progrs_u. "Historical
Development of the Space Program," pp. 9-29. Includes
bibliographical footnotes.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
©
292. Arons, Arnold B., and Alfred M. Bork, eds., Science & Ideas;
Selected Read_n_qs_ u. Englewood cliffs, N.J._ Prent_ce-Hall, 1964.
278p.
An anthology of essays selected to provide some
knowledge of the history, nature, and limitations of
scientific thought; to provide the student with some
understanding of how science has lessened man's insecurity
before nature and how this changed his attitude toward
himself, other men, and the physical universe. Includes
bibliographical footnotes.
293. Bernardo, James V., Aviation in the Modern World_ the Dramatic
___u_ our Lives of Aircraft_ Missiles a and S_ce Vehicles.
New York: Dutton, 1960. 352p.
Includes such chapter headings as: Man's quest for better
transportation, The Influence of aviation upon concepts of the
world_ and Men and flight: a historical survey. Includes
bibliography, pp. 330-338.
294. Campbell_ Henry C., "Some Implications for Libraries of Conmlu_ica-
tion Satellites," Unesco Bulletin for Libraries, v. 21 (No. 3,
May-June 1966), pp. 129-133, 139.
r
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Paper prepared by the librarian of the Toronto Public
Libraries for discussion at the Meeting of Experts on the
Use of Space Co_mtmication by the Mass Media, held at
Unesco House, Paris, 6-10 December 1965. It deals with the
effect of co-_nunication satellites in the period 1965 to
1980 on libraries in both developed and newly developed
countries. Includes eight footnote references.
295. Goldsmith, Maurice, and Alan MacKay, eds., Societ_ and Science.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1965. 236p.
A collection of 15 essays published in honor of the
twenty-fifth anniversary Of and to show the influence of
J.D. Bernal's work, The Social Function of Science.
Includes essays by such scientistis as C.P. Snow, P.M.S.
Blackett, and Bernal. Many essays include bibliographical
footnote references.
©
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Goodwin, Harold L., The Images of Soace. Coordinating editor:
James V. Bernardo. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965.
189p. (Holt Library of Science)
Deals with the values, objectives, _Id methods of the
space progrs_1. The author, who was with NASA, discusses such
subjects as the relationship between public opinion and the
national space program, the reaction of the American public
to Russian achievements in space, and the reaction of
Europeans, as reflected in the European press, to American
achievements. Bibliographical references included in "Notes
and Comments," pp. 179-].84.
Holton, Gerald, Science and Culture; a Studz of Cohesive and
Disjunctive Forces. Cambridge, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, 1965.
348p. (The Daedalus Library v. 4)
Comprises sixteen articles with brief bibliographies by
various specialists. Most were previously published in the
Winter 1965 issue of Daedalus and all explore the role ol
science in the contemporary world. The Intergrit__yof Science,
a report by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science Committee on Science in the Promotion of H_unan Welfare,
pP. 291-332, raises questions about the space program, and how
it is affected by political and social situations.
!
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299.
300.
Impact of Science on Society., v. l, Apr./June 1950 to date.
Paris: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization. Quarterly.
Editions in Arabic, English, and French. Each issue
contains a few articles by different experts on various
aspects of science and its impact on society. Covers
such topics as computers, space, science policy, automation,
etc. No bibliographies. •Indexed in Chemical Abstracts _J
Public Affairs Information Service.
McCurdy, Howard, List of Doctoral Theses Since 1961 on the Man a_e}neqt
of Aerospace Activities. Washington: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, 6p. (HHN-67)
List 40 relevant American theses abstracted in
Dissertation Abstracts from January 1961 to August 1966.
This list supplements NASA Headquarters Historical Note
61 (HHN-61), List of Academic Theses Since 1961 Related
to the Histor_ of Aeronautics and Astronautics, by
Charles M. Atkins.
Mazlish, Bruce, ed., The Railroad and the Space'Pr_r_a_
Exploration in Historical Analog_. Cambridge, Mass.; London:
M.I.T. Press, 1965. 223p. (Technology, Space and Society;
Series Prepared by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences)
An attempt to anticipate, by historical analogy, the
possible long-range consequences of the space program for
American society. A series of eight essays by academic
nological, and imaginative effects of the space effort are
anticipated or compared with the American experience with
railroads in the nineteenth century. Profuse footnote
references.
301. Ogburn, William F., The Social Effects of Aviation. Boston:
Houghton }_fflin, 1946. 755P.
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O This work is an attempt to anticipate the future
social effects of transportation invention. It discusses
the effect of aviation on such topics as the family, cities,
religion, goverr_ent, and international relations. Biblio-
graphy, pp. 725-737, lists books, p_mphlets, and journal
articles.
302. Rand Corporation, Astronautics and its Applications. Santa Monica,
Calif.: Rand Corp., 1958. 442p. (!t___sReport RM2289)
Prepared at the request of the Select Committee on
Astronautics and Space Exploration, House of Representa-
tives_ Eighty-fifth Congress. Contents include such
topics as: Space enviro_nent, Cost factors and ground
facilities_ Current programs, Astronautics in the U.S.S.R.,
and Astronautics in other countries. Includes biblio-
graphy, pp. 405-442, which lists references according to
chapter arrangement.
©
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_enstrom, Arthur G., Postwar Aviation ... A Selective Bibliography on
PeacetLme Plans and Problems. New York: Institute of the Aero-
nautical Sciences, 1944. 19p.
Approximate]@ I_700 references to journal and newspaper
articles, reports, conferences, and congressional hearings
on worldwide aviation mainly covering the period 1940-1944
and arranged by broad subject category. Reprinted from
Aeronautical Engineering Review, December 1943, pp. 47-65,
304.
305.
Taubenfield, Howard J., S_ace and Societ_y__ Studies for the Seminar
on Problems o? _ter Space. Sponsored bv the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. Dobbs Ferry_ N.Y.: Oceana Publications,
1964. 172p.
Contents include "Values and Goals of Space Exploration,"
by Leonard Silk and "The Status of Con_eting Claims to Use
Outer Space: an American Point of View," by Howard J. Taubenfeld.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
U.S. Air Force Academy, Library, Outer Space. [Colorado Springs, Colo.]:
The Academy, 1963. 18p. (It___sSpecial bibliography series, no. 28)
°O
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Prepared by members of the library staff in conjunction
with the Department of Political Science for use by partici-
pants at the Sixth Air Force Acaden_y Assembly held April 1-4,
1964. Lists approximately 130 titles from the Academy library
on _the economic, social, and military implications of space
explor at ion.
306. Wells, Helen T., comp., The Publications of Dr. Hugh L. Dryden.
Rev. ed. Washington: NASA, July 1966. 16p. (H7_-59)
A chronological list of 200 publications of the first
NASA Deputy Administrator from his Johns Hopkins Ph.D
thesis in 1919 to a paper published in November 1965, from
basic contributions to physics to the social implications
of science, engineering, and public policy. Especially
includes public addresses during the NASA t_ne period,
1958-1965. A comment edition was published in March 1966.
©
307. Woolf, Harry, ed., Science as a Cultural Force. Baltimore: Jo_s
Hopkins Press, 1964. llOp.
Contents include the following five essays on various
aspects of science and civilization: "Science in Society,"
by Harry Woo!f; "Toward a Research-Reliant Society: Some
Observations on Gover_mlent and Science," by James R. Killian,
Jr.; "Technology and Society," by Jerome B. Wiesner; "Science
and Man's Place in the Universe," by Michael Polanyi; and
"Presupposition in the Construction of Theories," by Gerald
Holton. Includes bibliographical footnotes.
HISTORY OF RELATED INSTITUTIONS
UNITED STATES
308. Akens, David S., Historical Origins of the George C. Marshall Sa_
Flight Center. Huntsville_ Ala.: George C. Marshall. Space Flight
Center, 1960. i v. (various paging) (_FC Historical Monograph no. i)
Deals with the history of the Center and the various
antecedents of the Center from 1930 to 1960. Includes biblio-
grs@hical footnote references.
z• o'
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Congress_ House, Cormnittee on Science and Astronautics, Future
National S_ace 0bjectives, Staff Study for the Committee on NASA
Oversi h_. Washington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1966. 439 p. _
(89th Cong. 2d Sess.)
Committee print. A study of the information derived
from responses to the question, "Where should our National
space program be going in the 1970's?" The Subcommittee on
NASA Oversight queried NASA management, NASA Center Directors,
aerospace industrial management, and the Department of
Defense. "A Selected Bibliography of Future Space Progr_n
Planning," pp. 435-439, lists thirty three references.
©
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311.
Keller, David M., Fift___yyears of Flight Research. A Chronology of
the Langley Research Center_ 1917-1966. Comment Edition. Washington:
National Aeronsutics and Space A_ninistration, November, 1966.
l12p. (m_-65)
Consists of five very well doc_aented chapters covering
events prior to the establishment of Langley (1901-1916),
to the early years, and to Langley as a NASA research center.
Appendices, pp. 95-100, include the text of the law establ_sh-
ing Langley, and lists of chairmen and members of NACA. "List
of References," pp. 101-103, lists twenty seven references to
books, dissertations, and NASA Historical Office archival
material.
Kennedy, John F., Space Center, Library, A Selective Bib_,
1949-1965. Cape Kennedy, Fla.: The Center, July 1966. 24p.
This chronological bibliography of approximately one
hundred annotated references to journal and newspaper
articles shows the development of the Kennedy Center and
the Air Force Missile Test Center.
312. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Historical Sketch of
NASA. Washington: NASA, 1965. 56p. (NASA EP-29) (For sale by
U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
• .
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313. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA-University
Conference on the Science and Techno!o_<of SRace ExD!oration,
Chica_o_!962. Proceedings. Washington: NASA, 1962. 2v. (NASA SP-II)
(For sale by U.S. Govt. Print. Off.)
State-of-the-art papers on NASA progr&ms presented to
the scientific and technical community at a conference
held in Chicago, November 1-3, 1962. Some papers include
bibliographies.
©
314. Rosenthal, Alfred, The Earl_ Years_ Goddard S_a__ceFlight Center:
Historical Or ifgins and Activities _rouE_h December 1962.
Washington: National Aeronautics _nd Space Administration, 1964.
273P.
Deals with the Center from its earliest beginnings to
1964. Part I is entitled "Historical Origins of the Goddard
Space Flight Center;" part II, "Goddard Space Flight Center
Goes to Work." Several appendices on the Center's historical
doc_mtents, a chronology_ pp. 125-168, and bibliography of
publications by and about the Center, pp. 239-273. The
bibliography includes selected NASA releases, speeches, tech-
nical reports, tr_uslations_ and Congressional docmnents relating
to NASA activities.
315. Rosholt, Robert L., An Administrative Histor_ of NASAaI958-1963.
Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Achninistration, 1966.
38lp. (NASA S -  Z0Z)
The first of a series of NASA histories sponsored by
the NASA Historical Staff. Includes "Classified Bibliography
of Sources Cited in this Study," pp. 355-370. Sources cited
include, in addition to books_ journal and newspaper articles,
public laws, Congressional documents and publications (including
those of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics and
the Senate Con_mittee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences), NASA
publications and news releases, internal NASA documents and
speeches.
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Smull, Thomas L., The Nature and Scp_e .of the. N#S A University "
i
l>rogram.. Washington: National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, 1965. 39P. (NASA SP-73) (For sale by U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.)
Description and discussion of university research and
training programs sponsored by NASA. Background and
philosophy are given. Includes bibliography, p. 39.
317. Space Science Sumpter Study, University of lowa, 1962, A Review of
Space Research; the Re_ort of the Sum_met St_udj Conducted under
the Auspices of the S_ace Science Board of the National Academy.
of Sciences. Washington: National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council, 1962. Various paging. (National Research
Council. Publication 1079)
Examines the current national program of basic research
in space and its future objectives. Mainly concerned with
NASA's scientific effort including that conducted through
public andprivate laboratories as authorized by Congress.
Includes such chapter headings as The scientific role of
man in space exploration, NASA/_miversity relationships,
International cooperation programs, and Some social impli-
cations of the space program. Includes bibliographical
footnote references.
FOREIGN
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Commonwealth Spaceflight Symposi_n, ist, London, 1959, S_aceflight.
Technqlogx; Proceedings. Edited by Kenneth W. Gatland. London,
New York: Academic Press_ 1960. 365p.
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Contents include "Britain's Place in Interplanetary
Exploration," by J. E. Allen; "The Economics of Space-
flight," by D. W. Morley; "Commonwealth University Partici-
pation," by T. R. F. Nonweiler; "Canadian Facilities," by
P. A. Lapp and A. E. Maine; and "General Review of a British
Spaceflight h_ogr_mne Based on Blue Streak," by G. K. C.
Pardoe. Includes bibliographies at the end of each article. _
Congress, Senate_ Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences,
Soviet Spac e Program, !962-65', Goals and _oses, Achieye .-
ments_ Plans , and International Implicp.tipns. Staff Report.
Washington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1966. 920p. (89th
Cong., 2d. Sess.)
Examines Soviet intentions, organizations_ plans,
capabilities, and programs in space and s_]a]_yzes Soviet
space science and technology, and their international,
political, and legal _nplications. Based on open sources
only. Previous edition, Soviet Space Programs: Organiza-
tion Plans_ Goals. and International Implications, was
published in _or_2. Extensive footnotes.
Dept. of the Army, Office of the Chief of Research and Development,
USSR: Missiles, Rqqkets, and S_ace Effort_ a Bibliog_ra_hiiRecor_ d,
1956-1960. Washington: 1960. 49p. (Department of the Army
Pamphlet 70-5-8. )
An annotated bibliography covering the period 1956-1960
and including approximately 270 references t o books, journal
articles, and reports.
Dressner, Richard B., FrenchOute_ Sp_ace Program; Selected Annotated
References, !959-!966. Washington: Legislative Reference Service,
Library of Congress, July 31, 1966. 20p.
Contains approximately 200 references to books, pmnphlets,
documents, periodicals, and newspapers.
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322. Krieger, Firmin J., Behind the S_utniks; a Surve X of So vietSpape
Science. Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1958. 380p.
Comprises articles and papers, supplemented by new
materials, which originally appeared as RAND Research
Memoranda RM 1760 and P_ 1922 }_ich formed Par%s I and
II of a series entitled "A Casebook on Soviet Astronautics,"
dated June 21, 1956, and June 21, 1957, respectively.
Includes " "Bibliography of Soviet Books, Monographs, and
" in two parts, pp 339-376, arrangedPeriodicals on Space,
alphabetically by author and covering period 1928-1957.
Part I lists books and monographs dealing with historical,
scientific, and technical aspects of rocketry and astronautics.
Part II contains references drawn from various Russian news-
papers, popular magazines, and serious technical journals.
323.
324.
Krieger, Firmin J., Recent Soviet Advances in Aerospace Technolqg_].
Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corp., 1962. 25p. (Rand Memorandum
iRMBO53-PR)
A description of the recent developments of the Soviet
aerospace program. Covers various progrs_s aimed at manned
interplanetary travel. This paper was presented as part
of the National Tracking and Command of Aerospace Vehicles
Symposium held by the Institute of the Aerospace Sciences
in San Francisco, February 19-21, 1961. Includes biblio-
graphy, p. 25.
Krieger, Firmin, J., Soviet Astronautics: 1957-16_. Santa Monica,
Calif. : Rand Corp., 1963. 16p. (Rand Memorandum RM 3595-PR)
Describes recent Soviet aerospace develo_nents and is
based mainly on material from Soviet literature. Part of
a continuing study, this memorandum up dates %hefollowing
titles, Behind the S_utniks (R-311); SovietSpace Experi-
ments an_T-A-_r_iau_--_261); and _-@h--t--go_-vle_--_an--_es
in Aerospac___2eTechnolog__ (RM-3053). Originally presented as
part of the annual Air Force Space Briefings for the State
Department Seminar in Foreign Policy at Patrick Air Force
Base, Florida, March 6-8, 1963.
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Krieger, Firmin J., Soviet Spj%ce Exp_eriments and Astronautics.
Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corp., 1961. 42p.
P-226l)
(Rand Paper
This paper was presented as part of a Symposium on
Russian Progress in Aerospace Sciences held by the
Institute of the Aerospace Sciences in Los Angeles on
April 4, 1961. Reviews Russian achievements in space
exploration by means of rockets. Includes bibliography,
pp. 41-42.
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Liapunov, Boris V., Problema Mezhplanetnyl_h Puteshestvi_ v Trudakh
Otechestvera_yk_ iUchenykh [Problems of Interplanetary Flight in
the Papers of Russian Scientists]. Moscow: Pravda, 1951. 22p.
Deals mainly with a discussion and quotes from the
work of K. E. Tsiolkovskiy, F. A. Tsander, and IU. V.
Kondratiuk. Includes brief bibliography of nine items,
p. 24.
LSbrary of Congress, Aerospace Information Division, T°P Personali-
ties in the Soviet Space Progra_n,_ CpF1prehensive Analysis Based
on Soviet O_en Literature, !930-64. Washington: 1964. 43p.
(lt__sA]]) Report U-64-49)
Abundant references scattered throughout the text,
which is mainly on the follo_ing three top scientists
in the Russian space program: Sergey Pavlovich Korolev,
Va!entin Petrovich Glushko, and Mikhail F_avidiyevich
Tikhonravov. Bibliography, pp. 25-29, lists 57 references
to Soviet publications in the Library of Congress.
328. Library of Congress, Aerospace Information Division, U.S.S.R.
Missile and Rocket l_-ogra_1; Bib]_ipgra_h_. Washington: 1961.
66p. (Its AID Report 61-12)
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The bibliography, consisting of 709 entries arranged
alphabetical!ywithin eight major subject categories,
serves as a guide to the Soviet literature of astronautics
and the problems of space flight. The materials listed
comprise Russian monographic titles given in transliterated
form and followed by an English translation, periodical
articles, conference proceedings, newspaper references, and
other public sources.
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Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Data o_nth_e
Soviet S_ace Pro grs_; An aly_tiqa! Suryey. Washington: The Author,
March 1965. 25p. (It___sATD Report P-65-II)
Contains a selection of Soviet technical papers and gives
a view of some space-e_ploration problems as they existed in
mid-1964. These include (I) guidance systems, (2) h_nan
factor in space flight, (3) pressure suits and spaceship
cabins, (4) coming trends in aerospace vehicle design, and
(5) bioastronautics, simulated space flights, communications,
and space vehicles. Bibliography, pp. 24-25, lists 20
references to Soviet literature.
Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Data on Soviet
Space Program' Analytical Surve_y. Washington: The Author, June
1965. 16p. (Its_ ATD Report P-65-37)
Contains a selection of Soviet technical papers and
gives a view of some space-exploration problems as they
existed at the end of 1964. These include (i) Soviet space
biology, (2) supersonic and hypersonic aircraft, (3) the
Voskhod spacecraft, and (4) Soviet exploration of the moon.
Materials from which this report was completed are available
in the Aerospace Technology Divislon of the Lib±'a_y of
Congress. Bibliography, pp. 15'16, lists 26 references to
Soviet literature.
331 _. Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, L. I. Sedov;_
a Survey and Evaluation of his Works and Activity. Washington:
The Author, 1961. l16p. [It___sAID Report 61-136]
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Consists principally of an annotated bibliography of
Sedov's writings. Sedov is one of Russia's leading space
scientists and an expert in the field of mechanics, specia-
lizing in gas and fluid dynamics.
332. Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Materials
on Vostok-5_Vostok-6, and Polet-i Flight_Tehensiv__eR_r_t.
Washington: The Author, 1964. 65p. (Its ATD Report P-64-57)
A report based on Soviet open literature on VOSTO_ V,
VOSTOK VI, and POLET I manned space flights. Bibliography,
pp. 55-60, lists 98 references to Soviet literature.
"Appendix," pp. 61-22, contains general data on the Vostok
series of manned space flights and "References to Appendix,"
pp. 63-65, is a bibliography of 36 items.
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333. Library of Congress, Aerospace Technology Division, Soviet Space
E_loration as Viewed by East German Specialists_ComPrehensive
Washington: The Author, 1965. 4Op. (It___sATD Report
65-101)
Deals with East German open literature sources (1960-64)
available at the Aerospace Division of the Library of Congress.
Section i includes general remarks and contains the analyst's
conclusions. Sections2-8 contain a chronological review of
the literature. Bibliography, pp. 35-40, includes 108
references to German literature.
334. Parry, Albert, Russia's Rockets and Missiles. Garden City, N.Y.;
Doubleday, 1960. 382p.
"Bibliographical Note," pp. 357-360, lists Russian
language sources available in English publishedfor the
most part during the 1950's.
335. TSiolkovskii, Konstantin E., Collected Works. Washington: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (For sale by Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfie!d, Va.)
1965. 2v. (NASA Technical Translation TT F-236 and TT F-237)
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Translation of TSiolkovskii's Sobrsmie Sochinenii
(Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 19 51-19 5-_-_
._.
based on materials in the TSiolkovskmm archives in the
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. V. I. is entitled "Papers
on Aerodynamic Theory, Flight of Birds and Insects, and
Wind Tunnel Tests_ 1890-1902."; V. II_ "Reactive Flying
Machines." Three additional volumes are planned: V.
III_ "Inventions and Miscellaneous Works"; V. IV_
"Problems of Natural Science"; and V. V_ "Autobiography,
Correspondence, Bibliography"_ In addition, a special
volume containing TSiolkovskii's popular }mitings and
science fiction will be published separately. V. I,
Pp. 363-365, has a bibliography of 15 references," "Works
of K. E. TSiolkovskii on Problems of the Resistance of
Air Published Before The Appearance of This Volume" and
V. II, pp. 593'614, has a bibliography of 79 references,
"Printed Works and Manuscripts on Reactive Flying Machines
and Interplanetary Travel". Both bibliographies are
compiled by B. N. Vorob'yev_ secretary of the Colmmission
• • .%_
for the Publication of the Works of TSlolkovskll.
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Ursul a Arkadii D._ Sotsializm i Kommunizm--Startovaia 301oshchadka
Sovetski]mh Kosmicheskik]_ Korablei [Socialism and Co_muism-the
Starting Point for Soviet Astronautics]. Kishinev: Kartia Mo!do-
veniaske, 1964. 109p.
Discusses the relationship between the Russian political
system and the soviet space program. Bibliographical footnote
references to Engels_ Marx_ TSiolkovskiy_ and others throughout
the text.
Zaehringer, Alfred J., Soviet Space Tec]mology. New York: Harper,
±y6 . riSp.
"References_" pp. 159-162, are listed by chapter and are
prBaarily to American journal articles.
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